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Treasurer Miller says he'll run for governor
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -State Treasurer Jonathan Miller said
today that he will enter the
Democratic primary for governor,
with Jefferson County Attorney Iry
Maze as his running mate.
"We will definitely be in the
race," Miller said in an interview
with The Associated Press.
Miller, 39. a Harvard-educated
lawyer in his second term as state
treasurer, said he will file papers

Miller

with the Kentucky Registry of
Election Finance on Friday.
enabling him to begin campaign
fundraising.
Miller. of Lexington. said he had
no idea how many Democrats
would get into next year's race for
governor, adding that the situation
is "very fluid right now."
"We're not even considering the
other candidates at this point," he
said. "We just need to get started as

soon as possible."
Miller said he was meeting with
his running mate on Thursday.
Miller sidestepped questions about
his themes in his run for governor,
saying he'll discuss his campaign
more fully on Friday.
A potential rival for the
Democratic nomination, former Lt.
Gov Steve Beshear. said earlier in
the week that he will make an
announcement next Monday with

state Sen. Dan Mongiardo about the nesianen Bruce Lunalord
governor's race
t'harbe Owen
Beshear. 62. also of Lexington,
U.S. Rep hell ('handler. stair
ran unsuccessfully for governor in Auditor Cnt Luellen. Louisville
1987 and for the U.S. Senate in Mayor kir) Atlfalibb.X1 and former
1996. Beshear also served as a state Gus. Brerrton Jones have all ruled
representative and attorney general
out runs for the Democrato nom+
Several
other
prominent nation
Democrats are considering possible
On the Republican side, Go.
bids, including Attorney General Ernie Fletcher is facing a challenge
Greg Stumbo. former Lt. Go. from Paducah businessman Bulls
Steve Henry and Louisville bum- Harper

State can now
afford more
college projects

Staff
Congress
backs
addition of
wording

By JOE BIESK
Fletcher subsequently cut out
Associated Press Writer
about $370 million worth of
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) - projects across the state.
Gov. Ernie Fletcher, fresh off a Buoyed by the projected surtrip to meet with Wall Street plus, lawmakers seem ready to
bond agencies, said Wednesday spend at least a portion of that
he thinks Kentucky can now $279 million on restoring what
afford more of the pricey proj- the governor vetoed.
ects he dissected from the state
The legislature adjourned the
budget earlier this year.
2006 regular session without
Legislative leaders seem on allowing enough time to reconboard, especially considering sider any of Fletcher's vetoes.
early projections that the state is
Some of the university projlikely to have about $279 mil- ects Fletcher vetoed included
lion more come into its coffers $4.9 million to renovate a nursthan was expected. Fletcher said ing building at Kentucky State
that after recently meeting with University, S5.3 million for an
representatives from three bond Eastern Kentucky University
agencies, he's "more confident" dairy research project, $13.5
Kentucky can afford the new million for a livestock disease
debt from the projects.
diagnostic center at the
"I feel more comfortable University of Kentucky and $26
with those projects now than I million to build a parking
did a year ago," Fletcher told garage at the University of
reporters.
Louisville.
Kentucky
lawmakers
Fletcher, among other things.
approved an $18.1 billion twoyear budget earlier this year. but

ual academic needs
Mills explained that Senate
Bill 130. which requires all juniors to take the A(-T test in
Spring 2008. provides schools
with information which should
be used to identify areas of
remediation in content arellti of
reading. math, and science
preparing students to he successful in post secondary' courses as well as allow students to
realize their college-level potential.
The Kentucky Board of
Education's new graduation
requirements mandate that all
2012 high school graduates
must have four credits in rigorous math courses rather than the
three now required. according to
Mills
"This led to the addition of
a fourth math credit as part of
the MHS graduation require-

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Wnter
Tv.0 months after a colleague
approached Staff Congress with
the idea to include sexual orientation in the unisersity 's anttchscrumnation employment policy, the group approved recommending the unisersity consider
adding the wording
Staff Congress approved the
recommendation 12-1 with atlarge member Or'.ille Herndon
soling against the phrasing The
recommendation also includes
adding political affiliation to the
list of protected nghts
The approval came two
months after Jody Cofer, who
works in the Undergradhata
Research
and
Scholarly
Activities office, made a presentation to Staff Congress about
why the university's faculty and
staff should be protected from
being discnnunated against
based on sexual orientation, as
they are on the basis of race,
color, national origin. gender.
religion, age or disability
"It seems we are beating a
horse that doesn't exist,Herndon said "
If tCoferi
wants to nde this horse, he can
nde it all the way to Wells Hall.
I don't think we should go along
Just for the ride"
To the contrary. Staff
Congress Vice President Mart
Galloway said he'd gotten feedback from other colleagues
interested an seeing the wording
added
Galloway was on the committee that brought the proposal
to the full Staff Congress He
said political affiliation was
included because it was consis
tent with what committee mem
hers noticed other colleges ha%
mg in place
In support of the recommen
dation. Galloway also said university policies need to be
streamlined He thinks this res
ornmendation will help that
-That, for no other reason,
looks messy," he said
MSU Equal Opportunity
Director Annarene McCane also
spoke to Staff Congress before
its members voted on the recommendation, explaining how she
thinks sexual orientation is
already covered in existing fed
end laws that ultimately govern
the university
Later in the meeting,
Galloway alluded to what
Mcl'arte said
"She said political affiliation
is already covered in the First
Amendment, but so is religion,"
Galloway said about religion

II See Page 3A

II See Page 2A

III See Page 3A

Plenty of issues
await legislators
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Wnter
Even though the shorter session doesn't include drafting a
spending plan. the local legislatots expect plenty of issues —
many of which are connected to
funding — to find their way
onto the table for discussion.
The General Assembly convenes Jan. 2-5 before adjourning until Feb. 6. Legislators then
come back into session until
March 9. The veto portion of the
session is scheduled for March
26-27.
State Rep. Melvin Henley, RMurray, says he's ready for
whatever comes down the pipe.
"Just be ready. That's my
motto," he said.
In preparation for the upcoming regular session. Henley is
making constituent surveys
available throughout Calloway

INDEX
MO SECTIONS

County toward the end of the
month and the first part of the
new year. He's encouraging
people in his 5th House District
to offer their suggestions and
feedback.
Henley pre-filed one bill to
use money generated by tolls to
pay for the bridges across the
Ohio River at Louisville so the
money the state would otherwise spend can be used for road
projects throughout the state.
It's the same bill he filed last
year.
"The House leadership
wouldn't hear it because they
said it was too controversial, but
it did force them to form a task
force to look at how to pay for
them," Henley said.
That task force is scheduled
to make its recommendations on

•See Page 3A
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ERIC WALKEFVLecice,& Times
HOLY SCENE: Members of Westside Baptist Church went through a dress rehearsal
Wednesday night in preparation for Sunday's musical, "Halleluiah To The Newborn
King," which will be performed at the church at 3 p.m. and 6 p.m. The event features
the Westside Choir and actors portraying the Nativity scene. Pictured above are Robert
and Whitney Braden (seated) as Joseph and Mary with their baby daughter MaKenna
as Baby Jesus (held), as well as shepherds Shawn Harper (left) and Robert Fnednch
(center) and others.

Pritchard ranks MHS in top 20
By TOM BERRY
points — nearly 20 points above
Staff Writer
a state-wide average of 73.5 -Murray High School has while listing 23 percent of stubeen listed on a Pritchard dents enrolled in the freeCommittee
for
Academic reduced lunch program and an
Excellence report among the top African-American population of
20 high schools in the state about six percent.
based on science, reading. math
The number of MHS stuand other academic scores from dents tested was listed at 339.
the
2006 Commonwealth
Eleanor Mills. assistant
Accountability Testing System superintendent of curriculum
(CATS).
and instruction, said the report
According to the commit- provides evidence that MHS is
tee's "Performance and Poverty: consistently making progress in
2006 Results For Kentucky's reaching a state goal of 100
Highest Scoring Schools" points — or tie targeted acareport. MHS placed fourth in the demic "proficiency" level — by
state in science, fifth in math, 2014.
ninth in social studies, 15th in
'The staff continually implearts and humanities and 20th in ments numerous academic
writing ability among seniors. measures to meet the mandated
The school was listed at Ilth in state requirements.- she said in
the state in overall academic a news release from the school
scoring that considered other district to the Murray Ledger &
factors such as family poverty Times. 'This report illustrates
and minority population.
that we ire supporting all stuThe schor 1 scored 91.7 dents and meeting their individ
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Sheriffolicdogs

MSU December Commencement is Saturday

Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• Deputy Dennis McDaniel responded to a two-vehicle collision
on Ky. 121 North in front of Holmes Restaurant at 9:41 a.m.
Tuesday. Scott T. Duke. 30. of Medye Lane in Murray, stopped
behind a vehicle turning into a dnveway when another vehicle
failed to stop and struck Duke's vehicle in the rear. Justice A.
Fortenberry, 79, of Robertson Road in Murray, was driving the
other vehicle. Murray-Calloway County Hospital EMS treated
Fortenberry for a cut on his arm while Duke later sought treatment for a neck injury.
• Someone came into the station at 4.17 p.m_ Tuesday to report
the theft of a debit card.
Murray Police Department
•A burglary was reported at Solar Tint at 10:45 a.m. Monday.
• A juvenile was cited Monday for leaving the scene of an accident.
•An officer was at Pocket's at 4:47 a.m. Tuesday in reference to
break-in on South Fourth Street.
• Someone came into the station at 2:40 p.m. Tuesday to report
a forgery incident
- Information is obtained from reports. logs
and citations from various agencies.

busses will be available to transport guests
MSU News Bureau
Murray State University is nearing the from the parking lot to the front doors of the
close of its Fall 2006 semester and the uni- RSEC beginning at 8 a.m. Busses will also
versity's annual December Commencement be available until I:30 p.m. to transport
guests back to the parking lot.
Exercises and Investiture Ceremony.
Guests with limited mobility who will
Commencement will be held on Saturday
at 10 a.m. in the Regional Special Events need special assistance with parking or seatCenter (RSEC) on campus. The university ing are asked to contact the Office of Equal
invites families and friends of graduates to Opportunity at 762-3155, or the Regional
Special Events Center at 762-5577, TDD
attend the ceremony.
Dr. Randy J. Dunn will bring welcome (270)762-3361.
Students participating in Commencement
greetings and preside over his first official
commencement exercises as president of are asked to assemble at 9 a.m. at Gate A in
Murray State University. Outstanding the RSEC lobby.
An official photographer will be availSeniors Jennifer Gilkey of Nortonville, Ky.,
and Scott Ellison of St. Charles, Mo., will able at the Commencement ceremony to
The
photos.
graduation
take
present valedictions.
Doors will open at 8:30 a.m., with seat- Commencement ceremony will also be preserved on DVD. Copies may be reserved at
ing on a first-come basis.
Parking is available in the Stewart the Graduation Video Table in Lobby B on
Stadium parking lot off of U.S. 641. Shuttle the morning of Commencement, or online
•

by visiting www.murraystate.edu and clicking on the Commencement link.
The Alumni Association will honor the
December graduating class of 2006 at a
Commencement Reception on Fnday.
Graduates and their families are invited to
stop by the Alumni Center near Stewart
Stadium, for a time of social gathering and
refreshments from 4-5:30 pin.
Several of the residential colleges will
host breakfasts on Saturday, prior to
Commencement. All will begin at 8 a.m.
Clark College will also host a graduation
dinner for Clark student and faculty members on Friday at 6 p.m. in the Curris Center
Dance Lounge. The dinner is free for Clark
College graduates and children; $IO for all
others.
For more information and the latest
updates, visit the university's website or call
762-3744.

Staff ...

Teen injured after Tuesday
morning 2-car accident

From Front

Wolfe's vehicle left the road and
entered an adjacent ditch.
Britney Wolfe, 16 — the passenger in his vehicle — was
throw from the vehicle and had
her foot pinned under the right
front wheel. Murray Fire
Department used the Jaws of
Life to free her, according to the
release. She was transferred to
Western Baptist Hospital with
neck injuries and a broken foot.
Wes Doughty, 16 — another
passenger in Wolfe's vehicle —
sustained an injury to his head.
He was treated and released
from Murray-Calloway County
Hospital emergency room.
Obin, the other driver, was
treated and released after she
complained of neck pain.
Calloway County FireRescue also responded to the
scene.

Staff Report
A teenager was thrown from
the vehicle in which she was a
passenger and had her foot
pinned beneath the wheel after a
collision Tuesday morning that
injured two others involved.
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department Deputy Dennis
McDaniel responded to the twovehicle collision at 7:20 a.m.
Tuesday.
Christopher Wolfe, 17, of Ky.
93 East in Murray, was southbound on Van Cleave Road,
attempting to cross Ky. 80 when
he didn't see another vehicle
approaching from the west,
according to a sheriff's department release.
Wolfe pulled into the path of
a vehicle driven by Laura Obin,
22, of Main Street in Murray.

GREG TRAVIS,teciger & Times
works on one of the new
from
Hardin
of
Akers
Krieb
Concrete
CURB SERVICE: Danny
curbs being installed at 15th and Main streets. The intersection is currently undergoing a realignment project, according to Chris Edwards, an engineering assistant with
the City of Murray. Sidewalks on the west side of the street were also relocated in the
process.
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LANE - Buy Bed at $1,282 Get Dresser & Mirror 1/2 Off
Retail Price of $1,695.

Lane'

Dresser

Go to any Fleming Furniture location and vote
for your favorite Christmas tree with a canned
good item. One canned good equals one vote.
All donations will be distributed to needy
families this holiday season through the
following organizations:
In Paducah: The Family Service Society
In Benton: Marshall County Needline
In Murray: Calloway County Needline
Thanks to thefollowatg scitooisfor decorating the trees:
Clark Elementary
Ballard Elementary Aspire Program
South Marshall Middle School
Benton Middle School
Benton Elementary
Central Elementary
Sharpe Elementary
North Marshall Middle School
Murray Elementary School
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ASHLEY - Buy Bed at $444 Get Dresser & Mirror 1/2 Off
Retail Price of $957.
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& 6 Chairs
at $2,699 Get China
1/2 Off
Retail Price
of $3,285.
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specifically being mentioned in
the university's anti-discrimination employment policy.
Staff Congress' recommendation will go to the university's
affirmative action committee.
Any official changes will have
to be approved by the MSU
Board of Regents.
"Even though we aren't
making the policy. I think it's
important we make a recommendation." Staff Congress
President Terry Burgess said.
"... Just because it's covered in
policy or law doesn't mean
everyone knows it. They may
not feel protected. There's no
harm in putting those two words
in there."
McCane also said if staff and
faculty members have indeed
experienced intolerance, as
Cofer said a few had, ther. the!,
need to notify her office.
"If someone feels they artbeing discriminated against,
that should go through the
office of equal opportunity," she
said. "... If you aren't following
the prescribed procedure, that
concerns me too."
Christian Croce, who represents School Relations on Staff
Congress, suggested an educational session to explain to university employees how sexual
orientation and political affiliation intolerance is addressed in
existing policies.
Similarly. the Faculty Senate
briefly discussed including an
anti-discnmation clause about
sexual orientation. That body
approved addtrig an intolerance
policy to the Undergraduate
Bulletin 2005-07.
That policy includes this
wording: "Intolerance refers to
an attitude, feeling or belief
wherein an individual shows
contempt for other individuals
based on characteristics such as
race, color, national origin, gender, sexual orientation or political or religious beliefs.-

Town Crier
NOTICE
• The Calloway County
Board of Education will hold a
public forum at the preschool
today at 6:15 p.m. to discuss
a health and wellness policy.
This will be before its monthly board meeting.
•The Murray City Council
meets at 6:30 tonight at city
hall. The agenda includes
Murray State University
President Dr. Randy Dunn
and Rita Burton, the local
solid waste management
coordinator as well as the
first reading of two ordinances to zone recently
annexed property. The public
works committee will meet at
6120 p.m. to review bids for
curbside containers.
Murray
•
The
of
Board
Independent
Education is scheduled to
meet at 7 tonight at the
Administration
Carter
Building. On the agenda for
the meeting is first reading of
the district's food service nocharge policy, attendance
and various other reports.
consideration of a revised
salary schedule and a budget
work session to take place at
the end of the meeting. A
special-called dinner meeting
and training session with district Head Start personnel is
scheduled for 6 p.m. at the
same location.
•To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.
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Nighbert testifies he never discussed
merit workers with Fletcher

•MHS
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From Front

menu. These math credits are
FRANKFORT. Ky. tAP1 _ Transportation Secretary Bill
algebra
I and II, geometry and a
Nightben testified that an employee in his cabinet was fired because
fourth ngorous math course."
of his work and not because of his ties to Gov. Ernie Fletcher's
oppo- she said.
nent in the 2003 gubernatorial race.
"Four years of English are
Michael Duncan. the Transportation Cabinet's chief deputy
inspector general. was fired May 13, 2005. His name was among 32 currently required for high
on a 'hit list' of state workers targeted for personnel action. The list school students, and by now
included information about the political affiliation and campaign adding the four-year math
contributions of both merit and non-merit employees.
requirement, the goal as to see
Fletcher had nothing to do with Duncan's firing, Nighbert testievidence
of reduction in remedified Wednesday to a hearing officer for the state Personnel Board.
al
courses
offered at post sec•I never had a discussion with the governor, not only about Mr.
ondary institutions or the reducDuncan, but any other merit employee,' Nighbert said.
Duncan was a Democrat who had previously donated money and tion in additional training for
worked for Ben Chandler, Fletcher's opponent in the governor's graduates to be productive in the
race. State laws prohibit the firing of merit workers based on politiwork force and the military."
cal considerations.
MHS Principal Teresa Speed
Duncan's firing eventually led a special grand jury to indict
said
in the release she has fosFletcher in the spring on a misdemeanor charge of political discrimination. That indictment and two others against Fletcher were later tered the state effort in a condismissed when Fletcher and Attorney General Greg Stumbo struck certed effort with members of
a deal to end the 18-month investigation.
the
MHS School Based
Decision Making Council.
-The SBDM Council passed
a policy requiring the 2006[2007
seniors and all future graduates
FRANKFORT. Ky.(API — State Sen. Johnny Ray Turner plead- to
enroll in rigorous math coursed guilty to a misdemeanor vote-buying charge on Wednesday,
es
every year in high school,"
according to the U.S. attorney's office.
Turner, a Democrat from Floyd County in eastern Kentucky, she said. "Math and science
entered his plea to a "nonwillful" violation in U.S. District Court in skills are necessary skills for
Pikeville, said Brent L. Caldwell, his attorney. The senator is sched- being successful in post-seconduled for sentencing on March 27 in Pikeville and faces possible ary institutions, the military and
penalties up to a year in prison and a $100000 fine. Caldwell said.
work force."
"It is not an admission that he did anything intentionally wrong."
Laura Pitman, a member of
Caldwell said in a telephone interview. "It's a negligent-type violathe
Murray Independent Board
tion."
The case stems from Turner's 2000 state Senate primary race in of Education and the Prichard
which he defeated fellow Democrat Benny Ray Bailey. a veteran Committee, commended all
incumbent at the time. Turner and two others were charged in May
MHS students for their accom2005 with mail fraud and conspiracy. Prosecutors claimed Turner. plishment.
his cousin. Loren Glenn Turner; and Ross Harris, who is now
"When looking at this data it
deceased, took part in a scheme to rig Turner's victory.
is very apparent that our school
is providing the necessary academic offerings to advance our
students into the multiple arenas
LOUISVILLE. Ky. I AP -- A book publishing company filed a offered after graduation." she
lawsuit Wednesday against Heather French Henry. claiming the for- said in the release. "When seemer Miss America agreed to help fund and promote a children's ing that our district ranks among
book senes she wrote, but didn't do so. Woodland Hills. Calif.- the top 20 Kentucky high
based Cubbie Blue Publishing Inc., which filed the civil suit in
schools, this validates the educaJefferson County Circuit Court. is seeking damages of more than
$350,000 and lost profits from the book project, "Claire's Adventure tion that my two children, along
with the other students in our
Series," The Courier-Journal of Louisville reported.

sy stem, receive on a daily
basis.'
There were no other Murray
Independent
Calloway
or
County schools listed in the Top
20 report The only other high
school listed from the Purchase
area was Heath High School

winch was reeked X* to oweall academe seoems. However
Farmingion Blawassary and
Graves County Ccomal elementary schools were limed sena
and Ilth among the Ter 20 elementary schools in die Import
from the Purchase area.

To access the Pncleam
Commence sepia. so anther sr
sews.preckankORBIA1Itee ory
and clack oa "Performance am
Poverty MOO Remelts Fos
Kentucky's Highest Scorust
Schools"

State senator pleads guilty to
misdemeanor vote-buying charge

Publisher files lawsuit against
Heather French Henry

TOM BERRY laver 8 Times
GIRL SCOUT GOODNESS: Members of Girl Scout Troop 1788, and quite a few of their
mothers, helped Director Tonia Casey and Need Line volunteers prepare dozens and
dozens of Chnstmas food sacks Wednesday night at the chanty office on South Fourth
Street, Distribution of the goods. along with a mountain of wrapped Chnstrnas grfts, well
begin at the office Saturday morning at 10 a.m

gle Murray Bank

III Projects ...
From Front
also blocked student housing
projects at EKU, Morehead
State University, Northern
Kentucky
University
and
Murray State University.
The projects would have
been paid using universityissued bonds, not the state's
General Fund. Fletcher has previously said he was concerned
that added debt by the institutions may have affected the
state's bond rating.
Senate President David
Williams, R-Burkesville. said
the General Assembly approved
the projects once, and he was
inclined to continue supporting
them.
"I think that we could afford

r!".•

them when we passed them, and
we can afford those projects
now," Williams said.
Despite the anticipated cash
infusion into Kentucky's state
government. Williams said he
was not keen on adding new
projects that weren't already
cleared
by
the
General
Assembly.
"I'm more inclined to review
the budget that was previously
presented and take a look at the
projects that were vetoed,"
Williams said.
House
Speaker
Jody
Richards, D-Bowling Green.
said the money lawmakers
approved for education projects
was "crucial." New university
buildings, many of which would
have been paid for with bonds

issued by the schools, were necessary, Richards said.
"I believe that the House and
Senate will join together to
restore all of the worthwhile
projects on our state university
campuses that were vetoed after
the 2006 session," Richards
said. "None of these buildings
were frill buildings."
Fletcher said he didn't make
the cuts based on merit but on
preserving the state's credit.
Now Kentucky is in a better
financial condition with an
improved debt ratio, and the
projects should be reconsidered,
Fletcher said.
"It was never a question
about the quality of the projects." Fletcher said.

II Legislators ...
From Front
Thursday about how to fund the
much-talked-about Louisville
bridges.
Meanwhile, state Sen. Ken
Winters, R-Murray, has plenty
of education issues to bring to
the table. The discussion will
start on Friday when the caucus
meets.
One proposed bill attempted
to place greater emphasis on
Advanced Placement high
school classes, especially calculus, chemistry and physics —
subjects with which Winters.
who chairs the Senate's education committee, says a limited
amount is being done.
Similarly, he expects legislators to consider special compensation for teachers and principals who go into low-performing schools or high-demand
subjects, such as science and
foreign language.
Education leaders also plan
Kentucky
discuss
to
Excellence
Educational
Scholarships. For instance,
Winters said when high school
ers goes to the National Guard
before enrolling in college, their
KEES money expires.
'There are some things wc
didn't realize that need atten
non." Winters said, before going
on to cite the example involving
those who choose the National
Guard . "There's something
wrong with that picture. so we
have to deal with that"
Other concerns with KEES
--- state lottery-funded college
assistance for high schoolers
who have at Lien a 2.5 grade-

••1

point average — include
whether home-schooled students should be eligible for the
scholarship. Winters said one
option would be allowing them
to participate in the KEES program after they finish one year
of college and meet certain criteria.
Winters also said he expects
discussion on whether to
streamline the grading scales
that vary from one local school
district to another.
"That one will get some discussion but probably won't get
any action this time." Winters
said. "But we'll see where it
goes."
Although this isn't a budget
session for legislators. Winters
said some higher education construction projects — including
Murray State's science complex

— could be considered in light
of Gov. Ernie Fletcher announcing an expected $279 million
surplus.
"Naturally, we won't be
doing budget items for higher
education, but we may deal with
the surplus," Winters said. "We
may look at some of the construction projects that were
vetoed out of the budget."
Money for university operating expenses are determined
using a formula that considers
factors based on benchmark
institutions the Council on
Postsecondary Education chooses. Some say not all the appropriate factors are included.
"I happen to believe performance is a major issue that
hasn't gotten the recognition it
needs in that formula," Winters
said.
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WASHINGTON TODAY
By Anne Gearan

Iraq Study Rebuke
WASHINGTON (AP) — The bipartisan report urging a
crash "diplomatic offensive" to stave off chaos in Iraq and
seek solutions to the Arab-Israeli conflict is a more nuanced
version of a common rebuke to President Bush's foreign policy: You can't go it alone.
The much awaited recommendations from the Iraq Study
Group this week focus heavily on old-fashioned diplomacy, a
commodity that even reliable U.S. allies have said is undervalued by Bush and his advisers. Bush may dislike what he
calls "talk-talk," the seemingly endless jawboning of diplomacy, but that is just what the commission sets out as its very
first imperative.
"This new diplornalic offensive should be launched before
Dec. 31," the report released Wednesday says. Secretary of
State Condoleezza Rice, if not Bush himself, should lead the
effort, the 10-member panel says.
The mention of that specific date is noteworthy in a
report that is vague in many of its recommendations, and
adds a sense of urgency to its call for a new diplomatic
approach by the administration.
The report by Washington elders from administrations past
reads like the Moderate Republicans' Guide to Foreign Policy, a repudiation of the "neoconservative" political thought
that marked Bush's first -term if not always his second, and
that Bush's critics see as shortsighted or impulsive strategies.
Among the latter is reluctance to cozy up to unsavory
nations or leaders lest the United States look tainted or
humbled.
Although it concludes that all is not lost in Iraq, the
report amounts to a pointed critique of Bush's prosecution of
the war and his wider Middle East policy. By implication,
the report accuses the administration of flying blind by
refusing potentially helpful contacts and of failing to grasp
both the interconnected nature of Mideast problems and the
imperative of U.S. leadership to solve them.
The panel said the United States should engage adversaries Iran and Syria, without preconditions, because those
nations have influence in Iraq and share some of the same
goals as the United States there.
The panel also says the United States should lead a
regional effort to address Iraq and other festering Mideast
problems simultaneously.
Bush did not sound persuaded Thursday.
Standing with British Prime Minister Tony Blair, his
steadiest ally in a war that is widely unpopular around the
world. Bush was skeptical of the commission's call for direct
engagement with Iran and Syria. He said a proposed international conference to help Iraq was an interesting idea but
Iran and Syria "shouldn't bother to show up" unless they
stop funding terrorists.
"In order to solve problems you've got to talk to people,"
commission co-chairman Rep. Lee Hamilton, D-Ind., told
reporters Thursday. Talking does not equal concessions, and
it is not a reward for bad behavior. Hamilton said. It is
talking, and there is no substitute.
Hamilton's co-chairman. James A. Baker III, who was secretary of state under Bush's father, reminded reporters that
he traveled to Damascus 15 times before winning a concession on Israel. His point was clear: Hold your nose if you
must, but keep talking.
Ahead of the report's release, the White House said it
would consider talking to Iran and Syria if the commission
recommended it.
Yet the administration's overall tone has been one of
skepticism about reaching accommodation with Tehran and
Damascus. Administration officials have suggested there is
more to lose than to gain by rewarding Iran and Syria with
high-profile discourse with American diplomats, and warn
that Iran in particular could try to use contact with U.S.
officials to gain leverage in ongoing separate diplomacy over
its nuclear program.
The United States accuses Syria and Iran of bankrolling
terrorism and stirring up trouble in the region. The United
States has had no diplomatic ties to Iran for nearly three
decades, and pulled its ambassador from Syria last year to
protest possible Syrian involvement in the assassination of a
Lebanese politician.
Yanking one's ambassador is "usually the last thing you
should do, not the first," Hamilton said, sounding almost
mystified by a decision he called "the surest-fire formula for
not getting anywhere."
Baker made the case for diplomatic pragmatism Thursday
morning to the Senate Armed Services Committee.
"We're not naive enough to think that they, in this case,
they may want to help. They probably don't," Baker said.
"What do we lose by saying, 'We're getting all of Iraq's
neighbors together; we want you to come,' and if they say
no, we show the world what they're all about," he added.
Anne Gearan covers diplomacy and foreign affairs in
Washington for The Associated Press.
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The Exit Interview
Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld leaves office
Friday after six turbulent
years of rebuilding the military for a post-Cold War era,
while simultaneously overseeing service
members
he calls,
"the best
led, the
best
equipped,
the best
trained, the
most capable . in the
world." As
Cat's
we met in
Thoughts his
office
By Cal Thomas
on the 65th
Syndicated
anniversary
Columnist
of the
attack on Pearl Harbor, he
was reflective about the past
and worried about the future.
Rumsfeld regrets using the
phrase "the war on terror":
"I say that because the word
'war' conjures up World War
II more than it does the
Cold War. It creates a level
of expectation of victory and
an ending within 30 or 60
minutes (like) a soap opera.
It isn't going to happen that
way."
It's not a war on terror,
he adds, because "Terror is a
weapon of choice for
extremists who are trying to
destabilize regimes and
(through) a small group of
clerics, impose their dark
vision on all the people they
can control."
Rumsfeld believes much
of the public still does not
understand the intensity of
the struggle. He says he hasn't read the entire Iraq Study
Group Report, just the summary and news accounts, but
has this take on the conflict:
"I personally believe that the
consequences of allowing the
situation in Iraq to be turned
over to terrorists would be
so severe . because Iraq
would become a haven to
plan attacks on the moderate
countries in the region and
the United States. (It would)
diminish the ability of the

AP
President Bush, right, walks out of the Oval Office of the White House in Washington, in this
Nov. 8, 2006. file photo, with outgoing Defense Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld after announcing that former CIA Director Robert Gates was nominated to replace Rumsfeld.
United States to provide protection for the American people."
Many commentators have
tried to compare this war
with World War II, or Vietnam. Rumsfeld, however,
prefers the Cold War comparison because, like the
Cold War "which lasted 50
years, you couldn't say (in
the middle of it) whether
you were winning or losing.
There aren't straight and
smooth paths. There are
bumpy roads. It's difficult.
The enemy has a brain.
They're constantly making
adjustments."
About opposition, Rumsfeld recalled a time. "when
Euro-communism was in
vogue and people were
demonstrating by the millions
against the United States, not
against the Soviet Union.
And yet, over time, people
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found the will - both political parties and Western
European countries - to persist in a way that ultimately
led to victory."
Rumsfeld's implication is
clear: the same leftists who
opposed U.S. strategy in
standing against cchmunism
now stand in opposition to
America's position against
Islamofascism. If they were
wrong about communism,
might they also be wrong
about today's enemy?
Rumsfeld reflected upon
World War II, which, as a
boy, he remembers as a time
when the entire country got
behind the effort. To critics,
who have called for more
troops in Iraq, he says.
"(Such people) are often
thinking World War II and
the (former Defense Secretary Caspar) Weinberger Doctrine, which is valid in a
conflict between armies.
navies and air forces. The
problem with it, in the context of a struggle against
extremists, is that the greater
your presence, the more it
plays into extremist lies that
you're there to take their oil,
to occupy their nation, stay
and not leave, that you're
against Islam, as opposed to
being against violent extremists."
His greatest concern is
that the public is not sufficiently prepared mentally for
another domestic terror
attack. He says there are
"two centers of gravity. One
is in Iraq and the region;
the other is here." The
"here" to him centers on the
way the media report the
story and focus mainly on
opposition to administration
policies and not on the
objectives of the enemy, who
he describes this way:
"They're deadly. They're not

going to surrender. They're
going to have to be captured
or killed. They're going to
have to be dissuaded (and)
people are going to have to
be dissuaded from supporting
them, from financing them
and assisting in their recruitment, providing havens for
them."
"We're in an environment
where we have to fight and
win a war where the enemy
is in countries we are not at
war with," he says. "That is
a very complicated thing to
do. It doesn't happen fast. It
means you have to invest
the time, effort and ability.'
Rumsfeld seems to agree
with the Iraq Study Group's
conclusion that Iraqis and
their government must ultimately run their own country. He likens it to an adult
holding a child's bicycle seat
for fear the child will fall:
"You know if you don't
(eventually) let go, you'll end
up with a 40-year-old who
can't ride a bike. Now that's
not a happy prospect."
He'll consider writing a
book about his experiences
over many years in Washington and adds this about
today's volunteer military.
".when the uniform personnel
look hack five, 10. 15 years
from now, they're going to
know they've given these
folks an opportunity to succeed in an environment that
is not a repressive political
system, but a free political
system."
That legacy has yet to be
determined. As with the Cold
War, the end won't come on
the watch of those presidents
and defense secretaries who
fought it. Donald Rumsfeld,
a cold and hot warrior,
understands the enemy. His
principled stand against them
will be proved right.
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Democratic Sen. Tim Johnson in critical
condition today after undergoing surgery

the funeral for Mn. Iola Maupin will be Saturday at II
am. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Rev.
Hal
Kam)w and Rev. John Denham will officiate.
WASHINGTON (AP) But several hours after she
Pallbearers will be Robert Workman, Paul G. Shouse,
Jesse Democratic Sen. Tim Johnson spoke. Dr John build, the
Maupin. Jackie Hodge, Ricky Carson and Donald Canon.
Burial was in cnucal condition this Capitol physician, called that
sill follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
monnng after late-night brain into question with a statement of
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m.
surgery,
creating political drama his own.
Friday.
"Senator Tim Jamison was
Mrs. Mauptn, 91, Ryan Avenue, Murray, died Wednesday. Dec. about which party will control
the Senate next month if he is admitted
to the George
13. 2006. at 1:10 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
unable to continue in office.'The Washington University Hospital
She was married May 10. 1939, to J.C. Maupin who died Aug. 8.
Democratic Party holds a fragile today with the symptoms of a
1993. Also preceding her in death were three grandchildren, 51-49 margin in the new Senate stroke.
He is currendy under the
Anthony Dion Maupin, Bonnie Mac Maupin and Holly Mane that convenes Jan. 4. If Johnson care of physicians at the George
the
Maupin. and four brothers, Daniel, Bradburn, Ben and Paul Shousc. leaves
Senate,
the Washington
University
Born Jan. 22. 1915, in Livingston County, she was the daughter of Republican governor of South Hospital."
Dakota could appoint a
Fisher and Eisold both said
the late Thomas Shouse and Laura Tyner Shousc
Republican - keeping the they did not intend to issue furMrs. Maupin was a graduate of Murray Normal School moss Senate
in GOP hands with Vice ther updates on Johnson's condiMurray State University)and then taught school for many years. She President Dick Cheney's tie- tion until Thursday.
d.S a member of Bethel United Methodist Church in
Johnson became disoriented
Livingston breaking power.
A person familiar with during a conference call with
County.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Phyllis Maupin Carson and Johnson's condition said the 59- reporters, stuttering in response
year-old senator has an underly- to a question.
husband, Gene, Benton; two sons, Dave Maupin and wife. Velva,
ing condition that caused strokeBefore he ended the call,
and Don Maupin, all of Murray; one sister. Mrs. Fran Maupin like symptoms and
doctors will Johnson appeared to recover and
Gillette and husband. Royce, Effingham, Ill.; four grandchildren, be watching him closely for the asked whether there
were any
Ricky Carson and wife, Denay, Puryear, Tenn., Donald Carson and next 24 to 48 hours. 'The person additional questions
wife, Julie. Hazel. Jesse Maupin and wife, Molly, Murray, and spoke on condition of anonymiFisher said he then walked
Timothy Maupin; five great-grandchildren, Lauren Canon, Murray, ty out of respect for the senator's back to his Capitol office but
family.
appeared to not be feeling well
Tommy Dale Starks and wife. ('hristy, Tyler Carson and Skyler
A
person
in
George The Capitol physician came to
Carson. all of Hazel, and Matthew Carson, Puryear; three great- Washington
University his office and examined him.
great-grandchildren; sister-in-law, Mrs. Melva Shouse, Lola; nieces Hospital's media relations office and it was decided he should go
and nephews, Martha Jackson. Jerry Mauptn, J.T. Shouse, Paul Glen early this morning said the hos- to the hospital.
Shouse, Danny Shouse, Bobby Workman, Charles Workman and pital was preparing to announce
He was taken to the hospital
that Johnson's condition was by ambulance around noon.
Wanda Cloud.
critical. The employee, who Fisher said.
declined to be identified because
"It was caught very early,"
Ted Allen Hale
a formal statement was pending. she said.
The funeral for Ted Allen Hale was today iThursday) at 11 a.m. would not describe the surgery.
In its earlier statement.
The emergency surgery last- Johnson's office had said he had
In the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Pastor Troy Deweese
ed past midnight Wednesday. suffered a possible stroke and
officiated.
Pallbearers were Paul Garland, Herbie Tabers, Jimmy Joe Hale, and was disclosed by another was "undergoing a comprehenofficial who spoke on condition sive evaluation by the stroke
Joe Lawrence, Michael Camp and Tim Young. Burial was in the
of anonymity. citing the sensi- team."
Ledbetter Cemetery.
tive nature of the subject.
Senate Democratic leader
Mr. Hale. 49, Cookstore Road, Murray, died Monday. Dec. 11,
Apart from the risk to his Harry Reid of Nevada went to
health, Johnson's illness carried the hospital to check on
2006, at 6:4() p.m. at his home.
He was owner and operator of Fencing of Calloway County and political ramilicatums. coming Johnson. He called Johnson a
so soon after the Democrats won "dear fnend to me and to all of
was of Baptist faith.
control of the Senate. If he were us here in the Senate,"
Born May 28. 1957, in Calloway County, he was the son of the forced
to relinquish his seat, a
Johnson is up for re-election
late Coy Hale and Virginia Edwards Hale.
replacement would be named by in 2008.
Survivors include two daughters. Stacey Hale and Niki Hale, and South Dakota's GOP Go'. Mike
In 1969. another South
mother of his daughters. Regina Hale, all of Murray; two sisters, Rounds.
Dakota senator. Karl Mundt.
A Republican appointee Republican, suffered a stroke
Mrs. Genny Hargis and husband. Ronald, Murray. and Mrs. Zetta
Young and husband. Randy. Almo; four brothers. Kenny Hale and would create a 50-50 tie, and while in office. Mundt continallow the GOP to retain Senate ued to serve until the end of his
wife, Bonita. Dexter, Garry Hale and wife. Elaine, Kirksey. and
control.
term in January 1973. Although
Dwight Hale and wife, Jan, and Dwain Hale and wife, Janice. all of
Rounds' press secretary. he was unable to attend Senate
Puryear. Tenn.: several nieces and nephews.
Mark Johnston. said Thursday sessions and was stripped of his
the governor was watching committee assignments by the
events and had nothing new to Senate Republican Conference
Mrs. Mary I. Gardner
in 1972.
Mrs. Mary I. Gardner. 83, Westland, Mich., died Tuesday, Dec. say.
e -We're watching as much as
Johnson, who was elected in
12. 2006, at Botsord Hospital. Farmington, Mich.
everyone else," he said. 'The 1996. holds the same seat previHer husband. James Gardner, formerly of Hardin, Ky.. preceded most important thing is making ously held by Mundt.
her in death.
sure Sen. Johnson is OK."
South Dakota Secretary of
President
Bush
Survivors include two sons. William Gardner and wife, Linda.
awoke State Chris Nelson said there
South Lyon. Mich., and Carey Gardner and wife, Vickie, Benton. Thursday to news of Johnson's were no special restrictions on
condition, said first lady Laura an appointment by the governor
Ky.; two daughters. Pam Ciesla and husband, Jim. Plymouth. Mich.,
Bush. "We're praying like I and a replacement would not
and Mary Gardner, Westland; one sister. Mrs. Ann Runyon and hus- know all
the people of South have to be from the same politiband. Gordon. and two brothers, Raymond Disney and Ed Disney Dakota are for his very, very cal party.
and wife. Mary, all of Michigan: six grandchildren: one great-grand- speedy recovery," Mrs. Bush
Johnson. a centrist Democrat.
told CBS's "Early Show."
daughter.
was first elected to the Senate in
Johnson, who turns 60 later 1996 after serving 10 years in
The funeral will be Friday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Vermeulen
this month, was admitted to the House. He narrowly defeatFuneral Home, 46401 W., Ann Arbor Rd., Plymouth.
George Washington University ed Republican John Thum in his
Visitation will be at the funeral from 2 to 9 p.m. today hospital at midday
after experi- 2002 re-election bid. Thune
(Thursday).
encing what his office initially defeated Sen. Tom Daschle, the
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Michigan Humane said was a possible stroke.
former Senate Democratic
His spokeswoman. Julianne leader, two years later.
Society of The Leukemia & Lymphoma Society. Condolences for
Fisher, later told reporters that it
Johnson underwent prostate
the family may be made to www.vermeulenfuneralhome.com.
had been determined that the cancer treatment in 2004, and
senator had suffered neither a subsequent tests have shown
0611 T. Peterson
stroke nor a heart attack.
him to be clear of the disease.
Clell T. Peterson, 88, formerly of Murray, died Monday, Dec. II.
2006 .ii the Williamson County Medical Center in Franklin, Tenn.
A life member and past president of the
Kentucky Ornithological Society, he was born in
northern Minnesota and grew up in Minneapolis.
After serving three years in the United States
Army (Tank Destroyers), he enrolled in the
University of Minnesota in 1946 and earned
B.A.. M.A., and Ph.D. degrees. In the fall of
1956, he took a position as professor of English
at Murray State University.
Peterson
Shortly thereafter, at the friendly prodding of
Hunter Hancock of the MSU Biology Department, he
. participated in a West Kentucky bird count and within a few years became a chronic birdwatcher. He did
not neglect his obligations as a teacher and faculty-.
member, and a few years later was responsible for
hnnging a chapter of Alpha Chi. a national honor society, to MSU.
Meanwhile, he learned that the wintering bald eagles observed at
nearby Reelfoot Lake and the TVA Land Between the Lakes
Recreational Area had been declared an endangered species.
Together with friends he organized the Kentucky-Tennessee Eagle
the reason to
,
Okk 'tis
)11 I
1
Management Team, an organization that did valuable work in publi-
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cizing the plight of bald eagles and restoring them as nesting species
in the area.
Throughout his career. Dr. Peterson published numerous books.
reviews, articles in various publications, including a series of critial studies of Jack London. and was co-author of'Kentucky Birds.'
He was preceded in death by his wife, Cynthia Chisholm
Peterson.
Survivors include a daughter, Nana P. Gregg of Thompsons
Station. Tenn.; a niece. Karen McClennen of Media. Pa.. and a
nephew. James K. Peterson of Irving, Texas.
A memorial service will he held at 2 p.m. Saturday in the
‘lernonal Garden at St. John's Episcopal Church in Murray. A
reception will follow in the fellowship hall.
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Nature
Conservancy in Kentucky. State Director James R. Aldrich. 642
West Main St.. Lexington. KY 40508 or e-mail kentuckyetnc.onz
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Sen Tim Johnson, D-S.D is shown in a hie photo Iron,Jan
7, 2006, in Sioux Falls. S D Johnson suffered a possible
stroke Wednesday and was taken to a Washington hospital
his office said
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COMMUNITY
AMVETS Auxiliary honors children at party
By JAN DOAL
Auxilary secretary
What a Christmas party we
had for those children of Henry
and Calloway Counties who
needed a bit of Christmas cheer.
and a visit with the Old Ell
himself at a party held by
AMVETS Auxiliary of Post
45, Paris Landing, Tenn.
There were approximately
150 guests at the party on Saturday, including a few members children, along with several parents, and Auxiliary
elves.
Raggedy Ann and Andy (Sue
Wofford and Jan Doa.11), along
with "Cutie" the clown (Angie
Gardner), were present to help
entertain the children and see
that they got plenty of hot
dogs and goodies to eat before
Santa and Ms Claus (Garth
Watkins and Pat Raines) arrived
with gifts and goodie bags for
everyone.
Sue Wofford, second vice
president, organized, shopped,
wrapped and created a wonderful Christmas party for a
lot of little ones.
Our thanks to everyone who
donated to, and helped with
this Child Welfare project again
this year.
The auxilary meeting on Dec.
3 was chaired by Jane McCuiston of Murray, first vice president, in the absence of Angie
Gardner, president, who was

Olive Boulevard residents
will display luminaries
Residents of Olive Boulevard from North
13th to North 14th Street in Murray will
have their luminaries on display on Saturday and Sunday.
This has been an annual tradition of
the residents. For best result, drive slowly and turn off your lights to get the best
view.
"A luminary is a votive candle set into
a small decorative paper bag weighted with
sand and placed in a row with others along
lo's
walkway, driveway or rooftop as
Datebook aa street,
holiday decoration," according to WebBy Jo Burkeen
ster's Dictionary.
Community
Editor

Bell ringers are needed

The Calloway County Unit of The Salvation Army is looking for bell ringers. All ringing will take place outside the
entrances to Wal-Mart. Individuals or groups may sign up for
one hour or more time slots. Ringers are needed Saturday
from 2:30 to 7 p.m., Monday and Wednesday from 6 to 9
p.m.. Thursday from 6 to 9 p.m. and Saturday. Dec. 23, from
9 to II a.m. and 3 to 9 p.m. Those interested call Kerry Lambert, unit chairman, at 753-7265 and leave a message.

Adult Choir Program Friday
Photo provided
Santa and Ms. Claus are pictured handing out gifts at the Chnstmas party held by AMVETS
Auxiliary of Post 45.
ism chair, reported that she
had sent almost 700 cards to
Friends of our Troops to be
distributed to military personnel around the world for Christmas. She also sent 10 boxes
of all sorts of goodies including DVD movies, video games,
balls, beef jerky and candy.
Nancy Byford, Hospital

Melissa Nergard, American-

chair, detailed final plans for
the Veterans Christmas on Dec
16 in Humboldt, Tenn. Plan
to go and share your Christmas spirit with those who have
served us so well in the past.
Byford also reported that
she and husband Ken. Dorothy
Edwards. Jan Doall, Commander Tom Lutz and wife Cheryl.

along with State President Wincie Wright, attended the dedication of Humboldt's State Veterans Home new addition on
Nov 9. The new wing will
provide homes to several additional residents in private
rooms, and is a beautiful complex.

Relay for Life
Santa letter
•
writing event

Locust Grove Baptist Church will have its adult choir program, "Jesus, No Other Name." on Friday at 7:30 p.m. at the
church. The music will vary from traditional, contemporary.
southern gospel and classical during the presentation, according to Rev. Ryker Wilson. pastor. The public is invited.

Gaither-style Singing at Hazel
A Gaither-style Singing will be Friday at 7 p.m. at Hazel
Baptist Church Family Life Center in Hazel. Area groups are
coming together to sing Christmas songs for the special event.
The public is invited.

Crossfield residents to show lights
Crossfield Subdivision will have its "Celebration of Lights"
on Saturday from 5 to 6 p.m. and the public is invited to
drive through to see the lighted luminaries. Motorists are asked
to bring a canned food item for Need Line and the children
will donate the items to Need Line.

New Beginnings will meet
New Beginnings will meet Saturday at 6:30 p.m. at Westside Baptist Church. The program, following a potluck meal,
will center around the theme, -Christ, Our Living Hope." This
is an arrn of Westside Jail/Prison Ministry and is funded by
Westside Church and private donations. This support group is
open to the public and is designed for people dealing with
issues of incarceration. Also on Saturday from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. will be a fund-raising jewelry sale at 200 South Sixth
St., with 50 percent of the proceeds to go to the transition
home fund. For information call the church at 753-8240 or
Ron and Linda Wright at 753-0156.

The Relay for Life Team
of McKinney Insurance Services is sponsoring a letter
writing campaign to Santa.
The children will get a response
from Santa addressed to them.
Children are asked to write
their letters and give to their
parents who are also asked to

Glory Bound to feature Goshen choir
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will meet Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church, Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured groups
will be The Goshen Church Choir and another group to be
announced. The public is invited. There is no charge, but items
for Need Line will be taken. The entertainment will not be
held on Fridays. Dec. 22 and 29, because of the holidays. For
more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666.

IN See Page 7A

Magazine Club will meet
Photo provided

CLOTHING DRIVE: Members of the Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club show
this jacket from D.K. Kelley donated for the clothing drive for the New Opportunity School in
Berea. Pictured, from left, are Jackie Helm, Shirley Robinson, Lillian Robertson, Lynda
Cooper and Helen Dunn.

Land Between the Lakes plans activities
Will e Open
Weeknights,
Mon.-Fri.
Sat. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Sun. 1-5 p.m.

GOLDEN POND, Ky. —
Land Between the Lakes has
activities planned for the coming week.
The Homeplace, Nature Station and Golden Pond Planetarium are closed for the sea

To place an
ad call
753-1916

UNIVERSITY PLAZA
CHESTNUT STREET

I.EDGER

TIMES

son.
Elk and Bison Prairie is
open daily. Admission is $3
per car.
Two shows will he presented at the Golden Pond Visitor
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Center are as follows:
"Audubon Christmas Bird
Count" will be Saturday from
6 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. starting at
the Nature Station.
Birders nationwide participate in this annual event, Persons can go out for the morning or spend the full day. Birders of all experience levels are
welcome. Dress for the weather.
The $5 fee goes to the
Audubon Society. Persons are
asked to bring binoculars, field
guides and lunch.
"A Christmas Eve at The
Homeplace" will be Saturday
from 6 to 8 p.m. Join the
Homeplace family as they prepare for an 1850's Christmas
Eve by decorating a Christmas
tree, enjoying favorite holiday
treats and singing traditional
carols.
Bring the family and help
celebrate this holiday. The cost
will be $3/$5 and registration
is limited. Reservations and
full deposit are required.
For more infonpation and
reservations call 1-270-9242171.

ALLIED
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION

Have you had an increase in payment?
Are you currently on an adjustable rate mortage?
See what refinancing with one ofour lowfixed
rates can dofor you.
Some restrictions may apply
Now Serving Tenneneee
Ida Patna.• Deborah Moreland • Keela Hobby • Richard Reed

a 408 S. 12th St.• Murray. KY 42071 • 170-753-7665

Murray Magazine Club will meet Friday at 2 p.m. at Tom's
Grille.

Laker Band cards available
Laker Band cards are still available at the cost of $10 each
and can be purchased by calling Wendy Collins at 293-2932
or at the Calloway County Board office.

Special course will be offered
A person can make difference in the lives of people in the
community and receive three hours credit from MSU by signing up for YNL (Youth & Nonprofit Leadership) 290 for the
spring semester. A major part of this class is providing service to one of over 50 nonprofit organizations in and around
Murray, including the local Big Brothers Big Sisters program
and Need Line to mention a few. For information contact by
e-mail to rogerweis@murraystate.edu or call him at 809-3808.

Alpha Department will meet
Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Saturday at 9:30 a.m. at the club house. A Chinese auction
will be held. Hostesses will e Brenda Call and Linda Hendrick.

Advisory Council Membership will meet
Advisory Council Membership for "The Den" at Murray
High School will meet Friday at 12:30 p.m. at the school.

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program,
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

Angel Alert issued
An Angel Alert for a 110 electric heater for a single mother of two children has been issued by the Calloway County
Family Resource Center. Anyone having one to donate call
762-7333.61-2666.

Open Singing at Coldwater
Open Singing will be held tonight at 6:30 at Coldwater
United Methodist Church. The public is invited.

Jesus is the
Reason for the
Season

Xecv Life
Chrislian Tooklore
5th & Main • 751-1622
NA. •
tin: Moss -Fri. 9:30 am-5 pm • Sat 10 am-5 pm

COMMUNITY
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Italian Chicken and Vegetable Provencale recipe given
My wife's mother married
a man from lower New
loft. that has an Italian heritage. So often we have halIan meal at holiday time.
This is for
him and
my other
Italian
friends.
The recipe
is Italian
Chicken
and Vegetable
Tried & True Provencale
— I
Recipes small head
By Mr. Morn - of cauliMark Anderson flower or
broccoli
— 2 large ripe tomatoes.
sliced
— 2 medium carrots,
thinly sliced
— I large onion. thinly
diced
— 3 tablespoons chopped
parsley. coarsely chopped
— 1 tablespoon basil

leaves coarsely chopped
— 1/2 teaspoon salt
— 1/4 freshly grounded
PePPer
— 1f2 cup chicken broth
—2 cloves of garlic,
minced
— juice of one lemon
—4 chicken breasts,
skinned and deboned
Preheat oven to 350
degrees. Clean and cut cauliflower or broccoli into small
pieces.. Combine cauliflower,
tomatoes, carrots, and onion

juice from mixture dunng
baking. Serve this 05 Cf rue
with a fruit side dish for a
family of four
Another good dish is a
great favorite of my middle
and its a easy dish
This was an Italian dish to
help clean out your frig
Here is what you need
— 3 cloves of garlic.
minced
— 1 large onion. chopped
-- I small can of tomato
paste

112 bag of frozen peas
1(2 bag of frozes
chopped carrots
— 1 srnall bag of
devotee& tad less shrunp
(about 50 - 60 count WC)
— 1/2 cup fresh parmesan
c-beese
Get • large skillet and
have a lid featly Mese olive
oil in the skillet sunnier
onion and gulls until transparent While this is simmer
mg bowl your pasta I your
choice ). be sure to salt you(
—

—

water Add to the duller dm
peas. carrots, dump. mid 1f2
can of tome° prat Take •
half cup of posta waits and
add at to the skillet mixture
Add your pasta and cover
with the cheese and put a
lid on it and set au& for a
couple of minutes Now bow
easy is Mat!
Remember need a ramps ar
want us to try one. wale Mr.
Mom at Murray Ledger &
Times As my daughter said
'that s a keeper •

Office DEPOT
7.4k#T9 Careof,aiff#rert

Activities
abound
during
'Santa's
Last Blast'
PARIS. Tenn. —
When
Santa rides into historic downtown Pans on Friday in the
big, red fire truck, hell have
lots of company. Joining the
man in red for 'Santa's Last
Blast' from 6 to 8 p.m. will
be Rudolph. the elves and a
variety of free child-friendly
activities, courtesy of the
Downtown Paris Association
and its partners.
The Paris Fire Department
sv ill make s'mores for children beside Santa's house while
singer Jennifer Call croons holiday tunes. Little ones can
meet some new four legged
friends on the courthouse lawn.
including goats and a potbellied ptg.
Inside Leach's Music the
'Bird Man' will have several
of his feathered fnends with
whom the youngsters will enjoy
visiting. Staying with the nature
theme, Fnends of the Refuge
will help children make special holiday "bird treats" to
take home.
At the Painted Cottage. on
the west side of the square.
Gsitors will enjoy watching
sculptured candles being made.
Down at Jack's Corner Books
inside Jack Jones Flowers, children can enjoy free hot chocolate while listening to favorite
Christmas stories read by members of the Henry County High
School Interact Club.
The Paris-Post Intelligencer
will have Christmas Memory
Books at Santa's House. This
is one of the last times that
children can remind Mr. Clause
of their holiday wishes and have
their picture taken with him
for a $5 donation to Project
Graduation. Santa's last day
on the square is Sunday from
2 to 4 p.m.
For more information contact Susan Jones at 1-731-6932696.

into a 2 quart shadow dish
Sprinkle with 1 tablespoon
parsley, 2 teaspoons basil.
salt, and pepper. Pour chicken broth over the vegetables
Make a paste from the
remaining parsley, basil, garlic. and lemon juice This
can be done in a blender or
with the back of your spoon.
Spread the mixture on the
chicken breast. Place the
chicken breast on top of the
vegetable mixture and bake
for 1 1/2 hours. Baste with

ALL ON SALE

ALL ON SALE
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HIGH DEFINITION TVs
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ALL-IN-ONE PRINTERS
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ALL ON SALE
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From Page 6A
write a letter with hobbies,
interest, achievements, or anything that makes you proud of
your child.
Letters must be post marked
by Friday to ensure that return
letters will get to each child
in time for Christmas. Letters are $5 each and all proceeds will go to support The
American Cancer Society-Relay for Life (Calloway County).
Persons may send more than
one letter request in an envelope, but please write the number of letters you are requesting in the upper right hand
Corner, circled. Please include
parents name, child's name and
Address. You may want to
Include a phone number in
ease there are questions. Make
thecks payable to: The American Cancer Society (ACS) or
Relay for Life and mail all
Information and payment to:
Santa Claus, c/o McKinney
Insurance Services, Inc., P.O.
Box 1394, Murray. KY 42071.
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Mother may appeal decision to keep 'Potter' books
ATLANTA(API — A mo,her craft would mean classics like
who fought to ban Harry Potter "MacBeth" and "Cinderella"
books from her children's subur- would have to go, they said.
Mallory, a mother of four
ban Atlanta school district is
considering an appeal after the from Loganville, questions the
Georgia Board of Education educational value of the fiction
voted today to keep the books series.
"That's the kind of stuff in
on the county's library shelves.
The board members voted these books — murder and
without discussion to uphold the greed and violence. Why do
Gwinnett County school board's they have to read them in
Laura school? If parents wanted to get
decision to deny
Mallory's request to remove the these books, they could get them
best-selling books from school in bookstores," she said.
An appeal to the Supenor
libraries.
Mallory has worked for more
than a year to ban the popular
books from Gwinnett schools,
claiming the popular fiction
series is an attempt to indoctrinate children in religious witchcraft.
"It's mainstreaming witchcraft in a subtle and deceptive
manner, in a children-friendly
format,- she said.
Gwinnett school officials
have argued that the books are
good tools to encourage children
to read and to spark creativity
and imagination. Banning all
books with references to witch-

Trucker
stops, saves
puppy tied,
left in road
HENDERSON, Ky.(AP) —
The little, furry bundle, left
tightly bound and abandoned on
a western Kentucky road was
rescued by a truck driver, who
couldn't believe the cruelty of
the person responsible for such
an act.
John Long was on his way to
pick up his tractor-trailer rig
Tuesday and begin another
day's work when he discovered
a male puppy. about threemonths-old, that had been left
on the rural road by someone
who wanted it to be killed.
"My headlights shone on
this dog. I thought it had been
hit and then crawled up there to
die," be said. "1 ,flipped my
brigillai because Viiontid to
matt—sat it was Ma And I
saw him move."
Long stopped, grabbed a
flashlight and quickly to the
middle of the road to investigate.
The trucker said someone
had taken several pair of boot
laces and "hog-tied" the puppy.
"The way they had him tied, I
don't see how he could move,
or breathe."
The puppy was bound so
tightly Long said he could barely get his fingers under the
laces, but using his pocket
knife, he managed to slide the
knife under the laces, using his
fingers as a guide to keep from
cutting the dog.
"I just kept working until I
got him free," he said. "It took
about 10 or 15 minutes. They
had him doubled up in a knot."
Long said once he got the
puppy's mouth free, he started
working on its paws.
"He never once offered to
bite me," he said. "His circulation was cut off to his feet and
the pads had changed colors."
Long massaged the puppy's
legs and paws until the blood
began circulating again, then he
took him to his cousin, who
promised to take care of him
while Long went to work. Later.
Long called the Henderson
Society.
Humane
County
Animal Control Officer Mark
Oakley said the dog, believed to
be part Boxer, is being housed
at the shelter and is doing very
well.
Henderson County Attorney
Charlie McCollom said there
will be an investigation of the
incident and if the person
responsible can be found, there
will be a prosecution.
Oakley and Long both
believe the puppy may have
been taken from his owner by
someone else. "The dog was too
well maintained for it not to
belong to someone," Oakley
said. "He's a good-natured
dog," Long said. "He sits and
stays. Someone has really
worked with this dog."
Long said he considers
someone "pretty low" to do
something like that.
"It took a lot longer to tie
him up than it would have to
drop him off at the animal shelter."
If the owner isn't located,
Long said he and his wife. Amy.
are going to adopt the dog.

Court would likely allow
Mallory to bolster her case with
expert testimony and witnesses,
which she said the state board
had banned her from using."My
hands were tied, completely,"
she said.
The Harry Potter series,
penned by J.K. Rowling, is no
stranger to controversy. The
books have been challenged I 1 5
times since 2000, making it the
most challenged books of the
21st Century, according to the
American Library Association.

The challenges most often
claim that the senes encourages
children to question adult
authority and promotes witchcraft, said Deborah CaldwellStone, the deputy director for
the association's Office for
Intellectual Freedom.
"If you start removing books
because they offer witchcraft as
to
alternative
a
viable
Christianity, you'd lose a lot of
classic literature," she said.
"Which is why when we talk
about challenging of books, we

encourage a holistic reading of
the book, to look at the book as
a whole — not just excerpts."
Court battles over the books
have been messy.
In one of the most high-profile legal battles, an Arkansas
federal judge ruled in 2003 that
a rural school district could not
force children to present the
librarian with written parental
permission to check out the
books. The Cedarville School
District's board kept the books
under lock and key after it

ACE

decided the series fostered
rebellion and encouraged witchcraft.
Although Mallory has yet to
decide whether to appeal the
case, she said she already hat
contacted an expert witness. If
she doesn't decide to pursue her
argument, she still hopes her
protest will prompt others to
take another look at the senes.
"If even one parent or one
child has looked into this more
closely, it's worth it,

she

said.
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SPECIALVALUEll

now
$2998 shaP416.

SPECIALVALUE! „gm

now
$6997

was $3496
2.0 HP (Peak)4-001ion

14.4-Volt 2-Piece Cordless Combo Kit
•Krt includes 3/8' dnII/driver and variable speed
orbital jigsaw 'While supplies last $217128

WeVrky Vac
*Portable weVdry vac *6 power cord
*Includes bonus accessories
*246084

was $9997

e values
limited-timDecem
ber 14-17

just in time for the holidays
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1N-STOCK
SMALL APPLIANCES
Discount taken at register.
VVbile supplies last. Offer valid 12/14/06
through 12/17/06. See store for details

off
20%
ALL POINSETTIAS
Discount taken at register.
Offer valid on all remaining poinsettias
Offer valid 12/14/06 through 12, 17 06
See store for details

25% off
CARDS

free
$25-$150
gift card

PIWIEN•asi
SPECIALVALLIII

when you use your Lowe's
Consumer Crodlt Card

was $159
8-Gallon Air Compressor
with Accessory Kit

$25
$50
$75

gift card on purchases
of '297-496
gift card on purchases
of '497-'746

now
$9994
•150 PSI 'Oil-free pump
design $120435

gift card on purchases
of '747-'996

$100
$150

gift card on purchases
of '997-'1496
gift card on purchases
of "1497 or more

Via mail-In rebate with pochase of any
n-stoott Or SPOC381Crcitc maloi appliance
$297 or more made on you* Lowe's
Consumer Credit Card. Restrictions rosy
apply. Otter valid through 12/24/06.
See store for detais

GIFT WRAP,
AND GIFT BAGS

1111111111111111r

Discount taken at register.
Wrtile supplies last Offer valid 12/10/06
through 12/17/06 See store for details

off
0
,
20°
ALL ACCENT RUGS
Discount taken M register.
Offer applies to rugs 30" x 50" or smaller
only. While stApplies last. Offer valid 12/14/06
through 12/17/06. See store for details

off
20%
ALL GAS
AND ELECTRIC
FIREPLACES
AND MANTLES
Priced as marked.
wbtle success last Offer valid 12 14 06
thrrmiah 1.'16/07 See StrvP for lotrio,

YOUR CHOICE

$68
5'2" x 6'8

Blocks Multi Rug

$91883

7.2

5'2" x
$234630

Persian Panel Rug

x 613' Abrissone Red Rug
*196617

OWY AT LCAV011
SPOCIALVALU1U

now

$52

POWNWIr
was s62

Chrome Lavatory Faucet
*Solid brass construction
wS rf #2-1, -42
•l ,mited

IISEMOBER
SPOCIALVALUO!

now
$1997
was $29"
WorkMate
.350 Pb weight capacity
#176390

LOWE'S

Umited-edition
2006 Team Lowe
Championsh0
Gift Cards are
winner*. WM

For the Lowe's nearest you, call 1-800-993-4416 or visit us online at Lowes.com
Lowe's Everyday Law Pitos pollcy See store for deals
Yen' altiof Derrtrifer 1 7, 2C080 there tint mallet mesons 'Was* MORS fr ew8001,1811M110( WON in elect on Dectirnber 7. 2006. end may wry beeed on
Prime
or..1ft mid as the
isgerctry product *errorless. We reserwithe t to Me qLies.cows Hendrick Moteripcets.Ill 116116 isrAKI. The scene% of Jnirria Jot-nacre,ins MS nice Oft BM drig,
Cl
291
by Lows's. AI tills reeaned. Lowe's ind Ite gable design as regeteed trademarks or LF. LLC
perrrielion of Hendick Moknoorts ind
oat ott oat ogkosts cm CM 104 tatm tiS.123.124.12.126.127.131.132.131.137
COUP2MMUMON.001.0e01014.011.071026.0211.01001.01111.037.0X.00,00.0111.054.051.057.010.0t4.064.066.01M.019.0r2.0r5.0P.M1.01120113.064.0116.017
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Matsuzaka arrives in Boston
JAPANESE ACE,
RED SOX AGREE
TO AT LEAST $52
MILLION FOR SIX
YEARS
BOSTON (AP) — Japanese
ace Daisuke Matsuzaka is in
Boston, and it looks like he'll be
staying a while.
The Red Sox reached a prelinunary agreement with the 26year-old right-hander on a sixyear contract that would guarantee him a minimum of $52 million — enough to get him to fly
cross-country
well
before
Thursday night's deadline to
seal the deal.
"Theo and I were still negotiating terms when we arrived,"
agent Scott Boras said after a

long day of talks with Red Sox
general manager Theo Epstein
"We finalized the deal when he
am ved in Boston."
The Red Sox planned a 5
p.m. news conference Thursday
to announce the agreement, a
person familiar with the talks
said, speaking on condition of
anonymity.
Red Sox owner Henry
declined
comment
late
Wednesday night.
"Tomorrow at Fenway, he
said in an e-mail to The
Associated Press.
Matsuzaka gets a $2 million
signing bonus, $6 million next
year, $8 million in each of the
following three seasons and $10
million in each of the final two
years. The agreement includes
$8 million in escalators based on
awards that could bnng the total
to $60 million over six years.
Boras said the final negotiat-

'MI11

AP
Daisuke Matsuzaka waves to the media from car window.
after he arrived at Hanscom Airport in Bedford. Mass
Wednesday. The Red Sox reached a preliminary agreement
with the star pitcher
mg session began at about 5:30
a.m.
in
California
on

Wednesday, and within '40 minutes he was confident there

to stay

would be in agreement
"Daisuke really had three
choices.- Boras said "He could
sista now He could is at another
year Of he could wait two years
and become a tree agent He had
to deternunc how much money
he was willing to give up now."
The Red Sox won the bidding
for Matsuzaka's rights last
month, promising to pay Seibu
$5 I 11 million if it lei him leave
for the minor leagues But they
maul midhad Just 14)
night EST Thursday - to 'ler>
uate a contract with Boras or the
right-hander would return to
Japan and Boston would keep its
money.
When talks stalled, the Red
Sox brass flew uninsited to
Boras' turf
in
Southern
California on Monday to meet
with him in person. They said
they had to leave Wednesday
morning, with or without an

agreement. BLxas had said tic
would not let his chest mks the
cross-4.ounuy trip unless the
sides have the makings ofa awl
In the end. Matsu:aka got ow
hoard Henry's plane at Juba
Wayne Airport in Orange
County,CAT,and Boston rads°
meow 'Wet, sites tracked
its Fab as religiously as they
bad bees counting down the
mimes to the deadline After a
4-boar, 43-minute flight. the
Dassault hisstere J00 tri-jet
with a Red Sox logo on the tail
landed in a light rain at
Hanscom Field in Bedford at
s 16 pm
Red Sox L hairman Tom
Werner.
president
I arry
Lucchino and Epstein disom
barked with Matsuzaka and
Boras Matsuzaka exchanged
handshakes and bows with
members of the Red Sox *el
•See BOSTON,28

SPYDER BITES

Holiday hoops
ring in new year
'Tis the seati011 for giving. And by giving, of course. I mean giving
of the basketball. Lots and lots of basketball.
And just when you thought you had enough — you get a bigger
helping of ... yep. basketball.
Chnstmas tournaments are the theme, starting this week in
Paducah Tilghman. where today Mutray will play the host Blue
Tornado at 8 p.m. Tiger head coach David Fields called Tilghman's
toumamentffie best from top to bottom in quite some time.
AlonZ'Cth Murray and Tilghman, the other first-round matchups
are Marshall County and Ballard Memorial at 6:30 tonight; Mayfield
and Memphis(Tenn.) Overton at 6:30 p.m. Friday; and St. Mary and
Caldwell County at 8 p.m. Friday.
A NEARBY BATTLE: The Murray High School girls team
makes the short trek to Tngg County next week
to take part in the 12 Games of Christmas
Tournament.
The Lady Tigers open the tournament against
University Heights Academy at 5:45 p.m.
Tuesday. A win would pit them against Trigg or Fulton County at 7:30 p.m. Thursday. A loss
would force them into the consolation bracket for
a game at 4:30 p.m. Thursday.
Other competitors there include Heath.
Metcalfe County, Logan County and McLean
Middies & County.
Peachbaskets Also next week. the Calloway County girls'
team embarks on an adventure to Berea, where
By Michael Dann they will play Mercer County in the first round of
Sports Writer the Berea Holiday Tournament on Wednesday.
That tournament consist of 30-plus teams in two
divisions.
Mercer County won the 464h District last season (22-9) and lost to
Lincoln County in the 12th Region semifinals. Since then, the Lady
Titans are off to a (3-1) start to the season after returning just a few:
seniors and replacing three starting guards.
Lady Laker head coach Scott Shills said his Lad) Lakers are guaranteed at least four games in the tournament.
"If we win our division, we will play a fifth game which would
cause us to cancel a home game down the road," Sivills said."We will
worry about game one on the 20th first and work our way in the tournament."
THIRD TIME IS A CHARM: Year No. 3 of the Heritage Bank
Holiday Classic will start Dec. 21 at Jeffrey Gymnasium, where the
host Lakers will play Arlington, Tenn., in Thursday's first game at
12:30 p.m. and then play Owensboro at 7:30 p.m. later that day.
Calloway will play Hickman County at 7:30 p.m. Friday. The seventh- and eighth-place teams will face off at 4:30 p.m. Saturday with
the tournament working Its way to the championship game about 9
p.m.
Other teams involved in the Heritage Bank tournament include
Tennessee schools from nearby Henry County and Harpeth as well as
western Kentucky's Heath and Graves County.
HOMETOWN HOLIDAY: The Murray boys' team atso has a
place in a Christmas tournament.
The inaugural event for Fields' home tournament focused on fellow
small schools. It's an All "A" Christmas tournament — mostly.
Reidland, Carlisle County, Fulton City. Lyon County, Louisville's
Beth Haven, Buckhorn and Davies.s County are the teams involved in
.The Murray Bank Holiday Hoops.
Obviously. Daviess County is the odd team out when it coiis to
classifications. Although Kentucky prides itself in a non-class basketball system. the Panthers compete in Class AAA football. Still, there
was a method to Fields' madness in inviting the team to Murray.
"We felt like it would be important to have someone from the
Owensboro area." he said. "I know that Owensboro High School is
going to be at Calloway's tournament, which is around the same time.
so it just made sense to me."
And Fields knows the benefits of having his own (linstmas tournament so close to the holidays.
"We want to showcase our community to other areas of the state,"
Fields said. "We're trying to bong in some outside business before our
merchants right before Christmas time. We feel like we have enough
facilities around Calloway County that we can put on this venue."
SECOND HELPINGS:The following week. both C'alloway
school's will be back in the tournament frenzy, with the Lakers heading south to Pt. Walton Beach, Fla., to partake in the Beach Blowout.
Calloway will play the host school in the tournament's first round
at 5:30 p.m. Dec. 27. The Lakers will play Faith Christian at 9 a.m.
Dec. 28 and play Christian Brothers at 1030 p.m. Dec. 29.
As for the Lady Lakers, they will look to defend their title in the
second annual Lady Laker Holiday Hoops Classic. starting Dec. 28
and continuing through Dec. 30.
Calloway will wek:orne Christian County. Livingston Central.
Lone Oak and Muhlenberg South as well as Tennessee teams
Clarksville Northeast and Copper Basin from Chattanooga.
Eight games will he played on Thursday. with Calloway playing
Bowling Green at 2 p.m. and then playing %ideating South at 930
p.m. The action continues Friday when the Lady Lakers play Copper
See HOLIDAY, 28

MASSACHUSETTS 72, LOUISVILLE 68

Minutemen of the Hour
TRAVIS FORD LEADS NEW TEAM OVER
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)—
Louisville's fans roared when
the Cardinals tried to charge
Massachusetts early in the
second half Wednesday night.
But the Minutemen were
ready.
After all, Massachusetts
coach Travis Ford played for
Louisville coach Rick Pitino
when they were both at
Kentucky in the early 1990s.
Rashaun Freeman scored
21 points as Massachusetts (92) beat Louisville (5-3) 72-68.
"Coach Ford told us we
could be up 20, and they could
come back at anytime and
make a game of it." said forward Fitienne Brower. "Don't
let down."
Brower scored eight points
for Massachusetts, going 3for-3 from the field and on
free throws.
And Massachusetts didn't
let down. The Minutemen took
charge, scoring the next eight
points over two minutes.
Massachusetts led 41-26 at
halftime despite not making a
field goal for the last 6:23 of
the half, and Louisville (5-3)
held the Minutemen scoreless
for almost five minutes at the
start of the second half.
The Cardinals began the
second half with five straight
points to pull to 41-31.
Then Louisville went on a
10-2 run led by Terrence
Williams' eight consecutive
points to trim the lead to 47-41
with 10:34 to play. Louisville
continued to chip away, tying
the game at 53 with about 4
112 minutes to go. and the fans
reacted.
"This is the craziest place
I've played in besides Texas
Tech my freshman year."
Freeman said.
Williams, the only other
player in the game to score in
double figures, also had 21
points, all in the second half.
"I felt like I had helped
them get that bi lead with
some bad shots. Williams
said. "I put more on myself to
help us come back."
Williams took four shots in
the first half, three from the
free-throw line or deeper. In
the second half, Williams
scored by driving to the bucket and took only one 3-pointer.
Pitino has been publicly
critical of his team's shot
selection.
"Too late," Pitino said of
Williams' heroics. "You've
got to know who you are when
the ball goes up. He should
have learned his lessons last
year."
Louisville trailed by as
much as 17 points in the first
half. The Cardinals' only lead
of the game came after a layup
h‘ freshman swingman Earl
Clark made it 4-8 with about
16 minutes in the half.
Freeman's bucket gave the
lead back to Massachusetts
and ignited a 1 -point ram that
ended with a pair of free
throws by Stephane Lame,
giving the Minutemen a 21-9

FORMER COACH

AP
(Top) Massachusetts' Ricky
Harris is fouled as he tries to
shoot between Louisville
players Edgar Sosa, left, and
David Padgett during the
first half of their basketball
game Wednesday. (Right)
Massachusetts coach Travis
Ford yells instructions to his
players during the first half of
the game
lead five minutes later.
Freeman scored seven of
Massachusetts' first 13 points.
The Cardinals have had
trouble defending opponents'
centers all season.
"Look at what a wamor
Rashaun was." Ford said. "He
scored 21 points and they double- and triple-teamed him
every time he touched the
ball."
The Mohawk hairstyle
wearing Fireman was inspired
by the extra attention he got.
"I know now, if any team
plans on double-teaming me,
it won't affect me." he said -I
definitely got the best of
them"
Massachusetts
held
Louisvilk to 2.1 percent field
goal shooting and outrebounded the Cardinals 21-15 in the
first half
The Minutemen did most ot
their damage in the halt with
out their hest players 1 sone
and Freeman combined for
nine points in It) minutes of
playing time in the period

Louisville point guard
Andre McGee played II min
rites, his first game since has
ing surgery Nov 21 to repair
torn L artilage in his knee
Wednesday's game was
Louisville's annual Billy
Minardi (lassos
Minardi,
Loutsvilk coach Rick Pitino*s
brother-in-law, was killed in
the Sept I I 20)1 terrorist
snacks

NEXT UP
The Cardinals and
Minutemen both play
Kentucky (-1) in their
next games
Louisville hosts the
Wildcats Saturday
Massachusetts travels
to Lexington Doc 22
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Photo provided
Pictured is the Murray High School Golden Girls Dance Team: front, Brooke Salley; second
row from left, Catherine Crass and Courtney Billington; third row from left, Addey Griffo, Alex
Horrobin, and LaShae Brown; fourth row from left, Hannah Cochran and Chelsea Campbell,
and back row from left, Alexis Lowdermilk, Claire Pitman and Claire Barnett.

MHS Golden Girls Dance Team
takes first at Cheer, Dance Classic
The Murray High School
Golden Girls' Dance Team
claimed first place this past
weekend at the Kentucky Cheer
and Dance Classic Competition.
Held in the Murray State
University Racer Arena, the
KCDC was host to Graves
County FEDS, Hopkins County
the
High
and
Central
Muhlenberg South Sunettes.
The MHS Golden Girls'
Dance Team will travel to the
Mountain
Smoky
UDA
Christmas Classic this weekend
in Gatlinburg, Tenn. Held at

'We practice six to eight
the Gatlinburg Convention
Center. the competition will host hours a week on top of competseveral teams from Kentucky, ing and performing at games,"
Tennessee, Alabama, Missouri, she said. "Overall, the young
and Mississippi. The MHS ladies are just extremely deterGolden Girls will compete in the mined to do their best in
absolutely everything, but their
Varsity Hip Hop division.
After this competition, the most important ambition is to
team will continue to practice support all aspects of Murray
for the ultimate competition - High Tiger athletics."
Dowdy said she is lucky to
AmeriDance Internationals in
have such a wonderful team of
Orlando. Fla., during March.
Kara Byrn Dowdy, MHS bright young ladies full of posiDance Team Coach, said this tive attitudes.
"Our success has only just
year's dance team is full of talbegun."
ent.

Photo provided
COMMYST
The
PETES:
Youth
Murray
Team
Swim
recently competed in the Candy
Classic,
Cane
Mt.
in
held
Vernon,
Ind.
Team members
pictured include
Kristen
Lyons
and
(seated)
(from left) Kristen
Trent
Farley,
Etta
Lyons,
Danielson, Alex
and
Workman
Nicole McGee.
Not pictured is
Daniel McGee.
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John Deere
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Basin at 9 p.m.
On Saturday, the seventh- and
eighth-place games begin at 4:30
p.m with the championship
game slated for 9 p.m.
Sivills said playing in so
many tournaments dunrig the
break gives his team the opportunity to play in a "tournamenttype atmosphere"-something
he's hoping his guts experience
more of as February and March
roll around.
"After losing Megan Starks
to a knee injury, what this will
allow us to do is play some of
these younger kids," Sivills said.
"And gating Thursday, through
the 30th of December, we're
going to be playing nine games.
which is going to be very good
for those kids to give them so
time."
NEW NAME,SAME
GAME: Back at Murray,
Reelhelle'flamer is having her
own holiday celebration on the
hardwood again.
The former Murray Mold &
Die Tournament is now the
Cracker Barrel Lady Tiger
Classic.
Murray will play Providence
at 7:30 p.m. Dec. 28 in the first
day of action. Should the Lady
Tigers win, they would play the
winner of the Carlisle CountyUniversity Heights game in the
tournament's bottom bracket.
The upper half includes
Hickman County. Louisville
Doss, Reidland and Bardstown.
TOURNAMENT LEFTOVERS:The Honeywell
Tournament is getting a facelift,
according to Calloway County's
Scott Skills. The early-season
showcase will now be called the
City of Metropolis Tournament,
scheduled for the same time next
season and will feature two
Lllinois powers in Massac County
and Marion, while the two
Bluegrass teams of Calloway and
Paducah Tilghman also will be
there.
"Kelly Glass (Massac
County's athletic director) told
me during our championship
game that Paducah Tilghman is
looking at coming over," Sivills
said. "If so, that would be an
exciting girl's tournament to start
the basketball season off."
KUDOS: Juniors Rachel
Adams along with Shelby Webb
and sophomore Kayla
Cunningham were named to the
Honeywell's All-Tournament
team.
In the three games,
Cunningham averaged 15 points
per game (with her high 22
coming against Massac)to go
along with 7.3 rebounds and 2.3
steals per game.
Cunningham was 11-of-13
from the line, and went 6-of-6
from the stripe in the championship game against Massac with
five steals, six rebounds and three
assists.
Adams averaged 8.7 points
per game and 6 rebounds to go
along with her 2.3 blocks per
game.
Webb. playing in place of the
injured Megan Starks, averaged
8.7 points per game and was 8of-17 from three-point range.
COMING SOON: Notre
Dame senior Jaen Brake has
signed a letter of intent with the
Murray State University
women's golf team.
Brake was the only senior on
the Notre Dame golf team that
won the 6th Region championship and placed fifth in the
state tournament last season.
-Westside(Ga.) senior Jelittil
Caldwell. signed a national letter
of intent to play basketball at
Murray State in basketball for the
Lady Racers next fall.
Caldwell is the first Westside
gni player to ever sign an NCAA
Division 1 scholarship in school
history.
-Carbondale (111.) senior
Amber MILL signed a full scholarship with the Racer track team
in November.
Last season, Mills placed
eighth in the Class AA state 400meter dash, but at MSU,Mills
hopes to find a pLice on the 1,600meter relay team. Mills holds the
school record in the 400-meter
dash and shams the 800-meter
medley relay and 1,600 relay
records at Carbondale.
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Wednesday's Scones
By lbw Associated Press
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
EAST
Allegheny 49, Thiel 42
Amencan Intemattonal 75 Mass Lowell 72, OT
Emerson 53, Endicott 42
Hiram 97, Grove City 93. 20T
L•stell 90, W Connecticut 79, OT
Mass -Dartmouth 73, Johnson 6 Waist
R.I 59
Merchant Mama 70. Station 14140d 87
Penn Si 66. Long Island U 45
Skidmore 86 Lyndon St 64
Stonehill 77. Bryant 59
William Paterson 70, FDU-Flontsm 57

SOUTH
Averett 85 Apprentice 68
Delta St 80. West Georgia 65
Flontla Atlantic 91, Troy 87
Georgia College 88. Presbylenan 77
Marshall 79. Wnght St 72
Maryland 101. UMKC 50
Massachusetts 72, Louisville 68
New Orleans 80. Louisiana-Latayette
76
S Carolina St 81, Coastal Carolina 80
OT
SE Louisiana 70, Southern U 59
St Andrew's 84. St Paul's 83
Wmgale 92. Anderson, SC 71

MIDWEST
Augustana,S.D 70, Dakota Weslyn 57
Carleton 75, Wis.-La Crosse 64
Cincinnati 87. Xavier 57
DePaul 78, Wake Forest 63
Iowa St 70, Savannah St 59
N Michigan 95 We -Stout 71
St Johns, Minn 74. Minn -Moms 56
Washington. Mo 101. Maryville. Mo 67
Wis -Parkside 81 Saginaw Valley St 64
Wisconsin 68, Wis -Milwaukee 49

SOUTHWEST
Belmont 72 Ark -Little Rock 57
Lamar 86 BYU 77
SMU 68, Prams View 51
Texas St 102 Texas-Permian Basin
Texas-Dallas 61 Austin 52

UTEP 79, Ark.-Pine IWO 51
FAR WEST
As F01011 70, Norfolk 91 47
Dixie St 81 Montsns-Werstern 78
Montana 92 Montana Tech 63

WOMEN'S COU-EGE BASKETBALL
EAST
Allegheny 66. Grove City 50
Amenian international 52, Mass -Lowell
38
C W Post 76. Concordia eitY 48
Dartmouth 71, Stony Brook 50

Lisninsn 57, N.J. Ply 56
1AsssactiussMs es. E. Michigan 80
NYCCT 67, SAM:1We Minns 62, OT
Slonehill 66, Bryant 513
SWIM
Ark -Lints Rods 66, Louisiana-Monroe
58. 20T
Auburn 73. Oh* 54
Coastal Carolina 74, North Greenville 46
Georgia Southern 76, Jacksonville 80
Louriene Tech 60, Moksimrppi St 54
Preebytenan 79. Coker 53
MIDWEST
Augustana.S D 85. Dakota Wesleyan
41
Chicago St 54. Wes -Milwaukee 45
Defleui 74 Northwestern 66
IUPUI 65. Lamar 57
Judson 67, Beiort 59
Macalester 52. Wes -River Falls 46
Malkin 87 Obvert Nazarene 84
Ohio Wesleyan GO, 011ki Northern 51
Olivet 89 Kaisrnazoo 54
S Dakota St 00. Colorado 58
St Cloud SI 77 Concordia. St P 71
St Francis, Ind 66. lnd -South Bond 53
Washington, Mo 76. Maryville, Mo 83
We -Green Bay 70. Wisconsin 66
Wes -Platteville 79, Edgirwood 50
Wis -Superior 81 Northwestern, Minn
47

1
Thi
ber
COthithi
the
Tu:

SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 70 SMU 58
Baylor 100 Ark -Pine Blue 48

92

FAR WEST
Denver 59 Air Force 46

•Boston
and 1,355 strikeouts in 204
games. He was MVP of the inaucoming party before getting into gural World Baseball Classic last
an SUV.
March, won by Japan.
There were several dozen
Negotiations had slowed
fans to greet him and about the because the Red Sox looked at
same number of reporters. many the posting fee and the eventual
of them Japanese. A radio station contract as a $103 million payout
distributed signs that pictured two for one pitcher. "That magnitude
dice and a "K"; Matstuaka's first is certainly the right ballpark for
name is pronounced "Dice-K."
the commitment of the ballclub."
As he left the airport for Mass Epstein had said.
General, Matsitzaka rolled down
Boras focused just on the
his window and appeared sur- money going to his client, saving:
prised by the gathering. He "Free agent pitchers who are 26
waved and smiled when he and have Matsuzaka-like ahdify
stopped briefly' alongside Kim receive salaries in excess of S100
Miner and Rebecca Powell, 17- million over five or six years in
year-olds from nearby Concord free agency."
Japan's Prime Minister Stuivo
who were holding a sign that said,
HOME Abe said Thursday that he was
"WELCOME
"so impressed" by Matsuzaka
DAISUKE."
"I was so psyched," Miner after reports of the six-year. $52
said. "Because there was a small million deal.
"(Matsuzaka) is Japan's best
crowd, we got to see him close."
Matsuzaka has a 108-60 pitcher, and his ability was fully
record in Japan with a 2.95 ERA evaluated." he said.
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COLLEGE FOOTBALL

Williams to leave Razorbacks;
Nutt, Mustain reach accord

rioti

1971
rig
.it
pie
tfaS

LITTLE ROCK (AP) - played high school football at
Quarterback Mitch Mustain, Springdale, is tied for second on
staying; tight end Ben Cleveland, the No. 12 Razorbacks with 19
receiver
Damian catches. Marcus Monk leads with
staying:,
49. Williams was named to the
Williams, leaving.
Houston Nutt quickly summa- Southeastern Conference's allrized the status of three freshmen freshman team last week.
Arkansas will face No. 6
whose roles in Arkansas' offense
have made them the focus of Wisconsin in the Capital One
drama at the tail end of the Bowl on New Year's Day.
Razorbacks' first winning season
Williams was one of four star
players from Springdale who
in three years.
The Arkansas coach said signed with Arkansas in
Wednesday he would let February. Mustain, Cleveland
Williams transfer amid concerns and receiver Andrew Norman
voiced by several parents about also went to Spnngdale. The
the direction of the Razorbacks' Razorbacks hired Springdale
offense.
coach Gus Malzahn as offensive
Williams' parents, along with coordinator last December.
those of two other freshmen, met
Until Nutt's announcement
with athletic director Frank Wednesday, the biggest news ot
Broyles last week to raise con- the day concerned Beck
cerns that their sons might not be Campbell. Mustain's mother
a good fit for the Razorbacks' Campbell released a statement
system. Parents of quarterback about the meeting with Broyles.
Mitch Mustain and tight end Ben saying the parents respected
Cleveland were also at the meet- Nutt's prerogative to shape the
ing - all three players went to team's strategy.
Springdale High School.
Campbell said she discussed
Nun said he believes Mustain concerns about her son's future
and Cleveland are "100 percent as a football player. Ciunpbell
committed."
said she did not seek promises or
"I'm excited about Ben, excit- guarantees, and that playing time
ed about Mitch, and we are going was not an issue
forward." Nutt said. "And we're
going to be very. very, very positive from this day forward."
Williams, a freshman who

Today
NBA
5:15 p.m.
TNT - Orlando at Chino?*
11:30 p.m.
TNT - San Antonio at New Orleans
NFL

7 p.m.
NFL - San Francisco at Seattle
waseeN'$ causal! VOLLEYSALL
4 p.m.
ESPN2 - NCAA DNIsion I trauma
merit, siornallnsi, UCLA vs Nebraska
st Omaha. Net,
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AP
This file photo originally supplied by CBS shows cast members of "Everybody Loves Raymond," Ray Romano, left, with
co-stars Peter Boyle, center. and Brad Garrett are shown in
this 1998 file photo. Boyle, the actor known for playing everything from a tap-dancing monster in "Young Frankenstein" to
the curmudgeonly father in this long-running TV sitcom died
Tuesday.

Dad on 'Raymond,'
monster in 'Young
Frankenstein' dies
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NEW YORK (AP) — Peter
Boyle. the actor who transtormed from an angry workInman in "Joe" to a tap-dancing monster in "N'oung Frankenstein" and finally the comically grouchy father on -Everybody Loves Raymond." has
died. He was 71.
Boyle died Tuesday evening
at New York Presbyterian Hospital. He had been suffering
from multiple myeloma and
heart disease, said his publicist, Jennifer Plante.
"It's like losing a •spouse.'
Doris Roberts, who played his
wife bn "Raymond," said in a
statement. "I'm going to miss
my dear friend, so unlike the
character he played on television. He's a brilliant actor, a
gentleman, incredibly intelligent. wonderfully well read and
a loving friend."
A member of the Christian
Brothers religious order who
turned to acting, the tall, prematurely balding Boyle gained
notice in the title role of the
1970 sleeper hit "Joe." playing, an angry, murderous bigot
at odds with the emerging hippie youth culture.
Briefly typecast in tough,
irascible roles. Boyle began to
escape the image as Robert Redford's campaign manager in
"The Candidate" and left It
behind entirely after "Young
Frankenstein," Mel Brooks'
1974 send-up of horror films.
The latter movie's defining
moment came when Gene
Wilder, as scientist Frederick
Frankenstein. introduced his
\•reation to an upscale audience. Boyle, decked out in
tails, performed a song-anddance routine to the Irving
Berlin classic "Puttin' On the
Ritz."
It showed another side of
Boyle, one that would he best
exploited in the sitcom "Everybody Loves Raymond," in
which he played curmudgeonly paterfamilias Frank Barone
for 10 years.
"He's jirst Obnoxious in a
nice way.just for laughs " Bo\ le

said of the character in a 2001
interview. "It's a very sweet
experience having this (success) happen at a time when
you basically go back over
your life and see every mistake you ever made."
When Boyle tried out for
the role opposite series star
Ray Romano's Ray Barone,
however, he was kept waiting
for his audition — and he was
not happy.
"He came in all hot and
angry." recalled the show's creator, Phil Rosenthal."and I hired
him because I was afraid of
him." But Rosenthal also noted:
"I knew right away that he
had a comic presence."
Boyle had first come to the
public's attention more than a
quarter century before, in the
critically acclaimed "Joe." He
met his wife, Loraine Alterman, on the set of "Young
Frankenstein" when she visited as a reporter for Rolling
Stone magazine and Boyle. still
in monster makeup. asked her
for a date.
On television, he starred in
"Joe Bash," an acclaimed but
short-lived 1986 "dramedy" in
which he played a lonely beat
cop. He won an Emmy in 19%
for his guest-starring role in
an episode of "The X Files,"
and he was nominated for
"Everybody Loves Raymond"
and for the 1977 TV film -Tail
Gunner Joe," in which he played
Sen. Joseph McCarthy.
In the 1976 film 'Taxi Driver." he was the cabbie-philosopher Wizard, who counseled
Robert DeNiro's violent Travis
Bickle.
He did dozens of other films.
including
"T.R.
Baskin,"
"F.I.S.T.." "Johnny Dangerously,- "Conspiracy: Trial of the
Chicago 8" (as activist David
Dellinger), "The Dream Team,"
"Monster's Ball." "The Santa
Claus," "The Santa Claus 2,"
"While You Were Sleeping" (in
a charming turn as Sandra Bullock's future father-in-law) and
-Scooby Doo 2: Monsters
l'nleashed.-

GREG TRAVLS/Leocau & Times
THE SOUNDS OF CHRISTMAS: The Calloway County High School choir, under the direction of Mark Dycus, performed this week for residents at Murray's Glendale Place The choir sang a selection of choral and seasonal favontes

'Babel' leads
Globe nods
with seven
sap•

a,•,Photo provided

RECITAL GIVEN: The music students of Linda Wnght were recently featured in recital with
vocal, piano, and saxophone selections. Participants included: Alex Nance, Megan Perry,
Teela Ethendge. Bill Burnett, Suzie Burnett, Zachary Boardman. Mikala Wiggins Benjamin
Warren, Joseph Winchester. and Boaz Burnett. The students were presented with certificates. Trophy performance awards for the proceeding Spring Recital were. Joseph
Winchester, First Place; Megan Perry, Second Place. and Alex Nance. Third Place The next
recital is planned for June 3. 2007.
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50% OFF
*Christmas Decor
*Benches & Arbor.,
*Select Fountains
*pollen' & Planters
*Flags & Garden Art
Rolling !fills
Gift Certificates
%re The Perfect Gill
-Kentucky Certified Nursers
Pmfessionals-

1574107;

Open %Ion. - sat, 9-5
Sun. 1-5

A TO
At)
KY FARM BUREAU 753-4703

INSURANCE(Home •Auto • Manufactured Home

Stuart Alexander
Agent

Gift:

•01

Noon to 5:00 p.m.

Thank you for all of your business this past year!

11in Nills(>

a II•

Friday, December 15
Saturday, December 16
Sunday, December 17
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to You!•
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BEVERLA HILLS, ('alit
(AP)
The multinational
ensemble drama "Babel- led
Golden Globe contenders todas
with sesen nomination. tndtkfing hest dramatic picture and
acting honors for Brad Pitt and
Rink() Kikuchi Also normnat
ed for best dramatis picture
the Robert Kennedy stors
"Hobbs,- the mob talc "The
Departed.- the suburban drarnd
"Little Children- and the RI\ alt
"The Queen
There were multiple nominees galore. including Helen
Mirren, who receised nominations for playing both Queen
Elizabeth 1 And 11 Other multiple nonunecs included Leona
do DiCapno. who had two
nominations for lx-si dramatis
film actor in "Blood Diamond-.
and "The Departed". Clint Fast
wood. who had two directing
nominations for his World War
II companion films "Flags of
Our Fathers- and "Letters from
Iwo Jima-. Toni Collett. nominated for hest actress m a mos le
comedy or musical tor thr roadtrip romp "Little Miss Sunshine- and TA. sumorttng
actress for "Tsunami: The Aftermath.-

11N% 1. 641 N. MURK AI
753-1725
I -1400-472-81452
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
060

CARD OF THANKS
We wanted to extend our many
thanks to eveyone who has helped
our family in any way during the
recent months. Having your helping hands, words of comfort, and
prayers are very much appreciated.
We would like to especially thank
Rev. Richard Smith for his unending support to us a family and for
the comfort and peace he brought
to Bill and Helen as they passed
through their journey to be with
God. Thank-you,
The Bill and Helen Roberts Family
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Help UMW

HiM Worded

Meet Me Babies
of 2006!

MEDICAL CERTED
Full Time LPN. RN or CMA needed for busy
office setting. Excellent benefits and compensation package offered. Applicants may apply
inperson or send resume to:

Share your precious new
arrival by submitting
a photo ofyour
baby born in 2006.

Primary Care Medical Center
Medical Arts Building. Suite 480W
300 South 8th Street
Murray, KY 42071

HOME HEALTH NURSES

010

010
Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

Henry County Medical Center is seeking RNs
for our Home Health Department. Laptop computers are provided for patient charting. Fulltime and part-time positions and flexible schedules are available.

Invitation to Bid
HVAC Removal and Installation

Must be a registered nurse licensed in
Tennessee. New grads are welcome.

The Murray Independent Board of Education is accepting sealed bids for removal and installation of a HVAC
unit at the Murray Elementary School. The bids will be
accepted until 2,119,gumaridgiyakesembter_22J008.
at the Board Office. Specifications are on file at the
Murray Independent Board of Education. Carter
Administration Building, 208 South 13th Stregq
Murray KY 42071 The Murray Independent Board -f
Education reserves the right to reject any and'ar all t•1 and waive any irregularities in bidding.

We offer excellent benefits, a competitive
salary package, sign-on bonus and a career ladder program. Interested candidates should send
resume or may apply in person.
Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472

cowea@licmc-tn.org

060
Help Minted

ACTUAL SIZE OF SPACE

RABIES OF too,FORM
BOY

n

GIRL

Maren Elizabeth Dunn

NAME OF CHILD

June 22, 2006
8 lbs. • 20"
Robert & Brooke Dunn

Date of Birth:

Send $10 payment, photo,
name of baby, date of birth,
weight & length, parents' names*
and self-addressed
stamped envelope to:
Murray Ledger & Times
Babies 2006
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

Weight:

Emple•,cr

Length:
GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
PHOTOSHOP lessons.
270-345-3103
supervisionstudios.co

Lost and Found
Missing: Small red
miniature Daushund,
5400 block area of
Wiswell rd, Harris
Grove area.
435-4602 293-4602
LOST: Male Basset.
real wrinkly and short.
liver & white spotted.
childs pet. Lost in 500
block of 6th st. on
12/12 Please phone
759-1903
\•" r" " "' "
Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916
060
Hap Warted
ASSISTANT Manager
Manager in Training
•Day Shift Preferred
Hibbett Sports is hiring
in Murray. Apply at:
642 North 12th St.,
Murray. KY 42071.
Hibbett Sports conducts drug testing.
www.hibbett.com
CAREER
OPPORTUNITY
Local insurance office
has an opening for an
entry-level staff position. If you are pleasant and personable,
career-minded, ambitious, a sell-starter
with good work habits,
please send resume to
P.0 Box 1040-A
Murray, KY
Wages and benefits
negotiable
CHILD care center is
now accepting applications for child care
providers to guide children birth through 12
years. Apply at 109
South 15th Street
Murray.
Foster Parents
Needed. 535/day to
help a child in need
with excellent foster
parent support. 24
hour crisis intervention,
and weekly in home
support. CM NECCO
at 866-306-3226 or
270-898-1293

Professional Position

Now hiring Cooks
& Dishwashers.
Apply in person
Mon-Fri
616 N. 12th Street,

Murray
No phone calls,
plea.se.

DRIVER wanted. Class
A CDL with 2 years
minimum experience.
Tanker endorsement
required. Specialized
regional work. Please
call 270-767-0074
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Hotel. Apply in
person after 6:00PM.
FULL time & part time
positions available.
Apply in person.
Kidztown Academy,
810 Whitnell Ave. For
inquines call 761-5439
FULL time position
available for LPN.
CMA or Medical
Assistant with clinical
experience in a fast
paced family practice
setting.
Monday-Thursday with
occasional Saturdays.
Benefits package.
Apply by resume only
with references to:
Richard H. Crouch,
M.D.
300 South 8th Street
301E
Murray, KY 42071
IMMEDIATE full-time
opening for a nurse
practitioner or physician assistant in a busy
family practice setting
Benefits package available Send resume with
references to Richard
H Crouch. M.D., 300
South 8th Street. 301E,
Murray. KY 42071
LANDSCAPE
help
needed Full time job
LawnMasters 731-6422876. 888-664-5296
MOBILE Insurance
Examiner, must have
blood drawing expert,
ence Call 800-4560403 Send resumes
to PO Box 2481
Evansville, Indiana
47728
NEED kennel help on
Saturdays. $7 hour
759-4556
NEED tutor in evenings
in science for a 10M
grader. 759-4556

West Kentucky Educational Cooperative is
now accepting applications for the full-time
position of Grant Writer and Manager. Primary
responsibilities include grant prospecting,
grant proposal preparation. implementation of
grants, management of grants, and internal
grant activity reporting. Demonstrated ability
to write and communicate effectively required.
Baccalaureate or higher professional degree
and a minimum of three years progressively
increasing experience in education, project
management, and grant writing preferred.
Salary commensurate with years of expenence.
educational background. and the approved
salary schedule of the West Kentucky
Educational Cooperative.

Name of
Parents:

Name

* no other information will be listed.

I.

Publication Date: 1 /17/07
Deadline to submit photo and information: 1/9/07
For more information, call
Jill Stephens or Julie Brown at 753-1916

Interested candidates must submit a resume of
professional and educational experience, three
professional references, and a letter of interest
to:
Dr. John C. Settle, Executive Director
West Kentucky Educational Cooperative
420 Neils Hall, Murray State University
Murray. Kentucky 42071-3318
Application deadline. December 30, 2006.
Inquiries should be directed to John C. Settle at
270-809-6975 or John.Settle@wkec.org
711, West Kenn.kv Educational Cooper-al:re
it an equal oppornamn employer

NURSE AIDE
Full Time lOPM TO 6AM
Prefer experience but will train. If you enjoy
working with the elderly, we have both a
pleasant atmosphere and good working
conditions Apply in person Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadium View Drive
EOE

Phone:

060

060
Help UMW

SECURITY
guard
opening. Murray area.
Full time and part time
available. Must be
dependable and available to work weekends.
Fax resume to
444-0389.
WANTED: alternator &
starter mechanic.
Someone who can
repair and rebuild
alternators and
starters. Must have at
least 2 years experience. Must be able to
run the business.
(270)339-8823

070
Position Wanted

Halp Worded

Licensed Electricians
needed for work in
Murray Ky area.
(812)838-0125

WILL manage rental
property. Have maintenance service. 7 years
experience.
270-227-0375

0,JO
Doerello Chadors
CLEANING houses is
my business
Call
Linda H 759-9553
D's cleaning services
753-3802

1

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL

Murray Calloway County Hospital has
openings for the following positions:
Medical Technologists

• New graduates are welcome to apply

COUNTY
HOSPITAL
Murray Calloway County Hospital has openings in the
Home Health Department for the following positions:
Registered Nurse (Hospice)
• Active R.N. license within the state of Kentucky, CPR certified
• Will be working with end of life care
• Full Time position on day shift
Licensed Practical Nurses
• Active LPN license within the state of Kentucky, CPR certified
• Will be working private duty cases in this area
• Full time positions on day shift
Murray Calloway County Hospital offers a comprehensive compensation and excellent benefit package.
SEND RESUME TO:
Attn: Human Resources
Murray Calloway County Hospital
803 Poplar Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
Fax:(270) 762-1905
May send resume electronically to: IlfoleyOmurrayhospital org
MCCH is an Equal Opportunity Employer

TO sit with elderly
270-527-1469

valaWar

• Full time — benefit eligible
• Baccalaureate Degree required in medical technology
• Appropriate certification

MURRAY-CALLOWAY

PARENTS. Tired of
dragging your children
to daycare in winter?
Mature, experienced
lady will babysrt in your
home. Cal Sandy
270-205-7223

Medical Lab Technicians
• Full Time or Part-Time — benefit eligible
• 2 year degree required in medical technology
• Appropriate certification
• New graduates are welcome to apply

Food Service Aide
• Part-Time — benefit eligible
• Four days a week from 9:00 a.m. — 1:00 p.m.
• Every other weekend

Child Care Float Teacher
• Used as a substitute teacher on an as needed basis

(PRN) — no benefits

• High School Diploma or GED required
Murray Calloway County Hospital offers a
comprehensive compensation and excellent benefit package
SEND RESUME TO:
Attn: Human Resources
Murray Calloway County Hospital
803 Poplar Street
Murray, KY 42071
May send resume electronically to:
Ilfoley@murrayhospital.org
risit our web site at www.murrayhospital.org

i

MCCH is an FOE

Campton
$800 Dell New, 80G
IT fiat screen. $550
436-6063
MOM COMPUTERS
As Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
759.3556
140
Want to 8try
AN11QUES, Call Larry
753_1633
BUYING iunk cars,
trucks, tractors and
metal boats 436-5235
BUYING US Silver
Coons Paying up to 10
times face value and
other US Currency
(270)293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S. 121h.
Murray.
GOOD used refrigera
tors. electric ranges.
gas heaters, air Condiboners. baseboard
heaters Used carpeting 753-4109
JUNK care & trucks
Call ArrV 753-3633
1c0
Aractos
For UN
SPALDING Pool table
node $58500
787-1708

es
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%turrsy Ledger Si Times

Sa Merri9 Christmas
in c•ne easj step!
Just compare...
save money & time!
Wish all of your customers, patrons and
friends a Merry Christmas without buying
the cards, writing the notes, licking the
envelopes, and getting the stamps

VOW,Cormarromc WILL
IIIICLANIDEI IMOLA CACIPIAINI

ABSOLUTE REAL
ESTATE AUCTION
DECEMBER 16, 2006 • 10:00 A.M.
LARRY D. PRITCHARD ESTATE
LYNN GROVE,KENTUCKY
861 BROWNS GROVE ROAD

len0

1,1TILEli&TIMES
Wishing only the
best for our readers,
advertisers,
lk patrons this
holiday season.
From: The staff of the
Murray Ledger fa Times

GARAGE SALE
From 121 South take Old
Murray Paris Rd, 3.4 miles,
metal building on left
Saturday December 16th
2 truckloads of new merchandise
Bedding, leather purses, cookware,
collectible dolls, lamps, xmas decorations & many more items. Don't
miss these great buys at below
wholesale cost

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Dnse • hlurras. K1 420'1

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apanntents
Central Heat and Air
Accepting

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m..
6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Cr
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Honda
12) 2004
Aquatrax R-12 let skis
with trailer Each used
30 hours. Under warranty $14,000
753-9687

Moving Sale House
full of furniture and
appliances 2000
Dodge Ram 1500
71,000 mites.
731-247-5946

92 Cougar. V-8. tach,
sunroof. new transmission. VC, tires.
loaded $2,575 0130
Washer 753-4109
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow 1 size 8 blue. $150
each 270-492-8614

PLAYSTATION 1 a 2
GAMES Now sold/traded at Wood Electronics
on the Court Square
Huge Selection. Great
Prices, 753-0530

DIAMOND ring, size 6.
handmade quilt, elecInc typewriter. 13"
TVNCR combo, Sorry
receiver,
wireless
router muse electronics 767-0556
FOR sale limited number of copies of
Calloway County
Pictorial History and
Calloway County
Family History books
Excellent Christmas
gifts. Call
759-4938 or 753-2350
FREE
DISH Network 4-room
Satellite
system.
America's Top 60 channels
for
only
S19.99/mo. Get your
choice
of
HBO.
Cinemax, Starr, or
Shovehme FREE for 3
months. FREE DVR or
HD upgrade. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
759-0901
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza. Murray to see
our large selection of
HD
Televisions
Plasma, LCD, DLP, &
CRTs. Brands by:
Toshiba, Sony, LG,
Zenith, & JVC We also
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts
Beasley TV 759-0901
HOT
Dog
stand,
steamer, built in ice
chest, sink, storage.
holds 2 propane tanks,
inciudes 4x8 tow trader
wthand
operated
winch 6450.00
767-0943
VACUUM cleaners,
bags. belts, and
hoses. Jerry's Sporting
Goods, Mayfield, KY
270-247-4704

(mist!WE e1Poixolt
1411 Ire.•• pig Owes,
Mac We We
a
as
Was ha ids
Dieser - $6. Nista Table S15.
Char $25. Capri - $25,
. 135, ow • 120, Cadre Table
-$5. Ind tide - $20.
Lary .S10 Table Lop Wilkes S7. Drapes • $20

270-442-2080
SERVICE pole. $250
Truck topper. $100 Oki
Yazoo mower, good
engine. $500 Chest
freezer, $150.
435-4748
SURPRISE the lady in
your life with this
STUNNING 1 5 carat,
platinum wedding set
The engagement nng's
center diamond is
Marquise cut with 3
diamond baguettes on
each side Wedding
band has row of diamonds inset on the
band. Paid 64.000. will
take $1.500 0130
270-227-0067

I 4-•
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS

(270) 753-1713
160
Fetishism
LIKE new! Williams
Brothers solid oak
country dining room
set. 48- round table
with 2 leaves that
extends to T. 6 chairs.
china cabinet. 901daytime,
288-8979
731-247-5246 between
5-8PM

Publish Date:
Thursday.
December 21

Deadline:
Monday,
December 1 H
at 5PM
CALL JILL OR
JULIE 753-1916
TO PLACE
YOUR AD

Iheil
Pivauding your
Mimes?
ailas milbe
*MA*

270-753-1916
160
Hoe.Fodder.
OAK desk, hutch and
chair, excellent condibon, only 4 years old.
New sells for $1,600,
seeing for $850. Call
293-3166
SALE on all furniture
and mattresses'
Carraway Furniture,
105N 3rd 753-1502

1953 Ford 8N tractors
4.5 fool bush hog and
box blade. $3.000
293-0903

Ii

I tl\

iii 1111 L. \\II
Accepting for consignment sale: good, clean
working sports gym
ce
6s3
5
er
7
:11
MOTORCYCLE helmets, iackets, boots &
saddlebags. Jerry's
Sporting Goods,
Mayfield. KY
270-247-4704

FIREWOOD. $35 a
rick. U-Haul, no delivery. 753-0599
270
Norms For Sale
Specialw
HOLIDAY
New 3 BR. 2 BA SW
fireplace, garden tub.
payments under $350
w a.c. Call now!!!
731-584-4926
MUST see!!! 3
Bedroom, 2 Bath doublewide with fireplace.
deluxe appliances,
walk in closets!!! Only
$49.995!!!
731-584-9429
REDUCED,
rental
EXCELLENT
property or starter
home. 28R with fenced
in 1/2 acre shaded lot.
$10.700. 753-6012
REPOS!! Singlewide &
doublewides
Pnces
slashed to move by the
end of the year. Call
now,
'731-584-9109

38R $275 753-6012
For sale or rent '96
16X80 on 6/10 acre.
rent
$450/month
Rosemary Rosner
270-210-4756
Nom Lab For Rail

BEACH
MINI-STORAG
'All Size Units
Available
Now Have
Climate Control
753-385

11111i

$110 per month. Newer
homes only. 492-8488
mobile home lot on
resort, 2417 scone to
boat ramp Water. electricity, sewage avail
able $165 per month
227-0406

1BR apartment Small
pees allowed 753-6221

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
•One osier. One
check. One wen
movie! Same Wm and
money by making one
cal to OROS 23-wort
ciemilied in 70
Kentucky nesepapers
for only $250 For
more information. contact the desolated
department of eve
newspaper or cal KPS
1 -502-223621
BUILDINGS
•Bulding Sale 'Dont
Mies le" Forme clearance Depose me hoed
M spring 25x40a12
$4800 40x60x 16
s12.800 Front encl
optional Flom end
included Others
Pioneer 1-803-6685422
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNMES

JUST WHAT YOU'VE BEEN SEARCHING FOR:
92.731 Acres In 20 Tracts And Combinations, 3 BR,
2 BA Brick House, Metal Building, 3 BR, 1 BA,
Wood Frame House, Open Land, Wooded Building
Lots, Mini Farms, City Water, Natural Gas, State
Road Frontage.
15% Down Of Purchase Price Day Of Sale With A
Minimum Of $4,000 Down On Lots, Balance In 30
Days With Deed. Make Your Lead Based Paint
Inspections Prior lb Auction. lOck Buyer Premium
Added lb Final Bid And Will Be A Part Of The
Contract.
For All Your Auction Needs Contact:
Dan Miller - Auctioneer & Associate 270-43.5-4144
Darrell Beane - Auctioneer & Associate 270-435-4420
Terry D. Paschall - Broker & Auctioneer 270-767-9223

www.danznillerauctioneer.com
www.terrydpaschallrealestate.com

ANTIQUE dishes 22K
Crest-of-Gold Sabin
Colonial People
270-442-4149
Fine Equipment

nturoioy. Deouneor 14. AM •SI

-Sales Pros wanted+
Ready to make the
income you really
went? Hugs commissions! Swam poops
please. I only work
with the best 800406
8168 Ext 5885
www BeDoHaveFreecto
fn corn
BUSINESS
SERVICES
4)(voros $195
Incorporation $195
Your alternative to
expensive legal fess/
1-800-303-1170
nod•insicieconnect net
EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE
-Sawmills from only
$2.990. Convert your
logs to valuable lumber
with your own
Norwood portabie
band savernia Log
dodders also avagebie.
YAW/ norwoodinclusrnes corn. Free
Information: 1-800578-1363 ext.300N

TRUCK 011111111111
•Spenosilan College
NEU,IMMO
locseed at 1576
Wincheseer Rost
M1 Truck Diming
oilers mediae 10111Chnil
School Training far
oppoelunikee Steam
quieter begins Janimry Sisal & Werner.
DesSasted Rule sod2. 2007 Full and partabie Serene glary
time rallouctors day
$50 000. Home week
and night we needed
ty'"Also Km;open
Minimum of eschsion
anoed drivers- 14100
Degree in Melee Old
963-0171 A-50
es required Various
posikons availlibie et
•Onver EivNukil
Cart Mechanic* and
Transpon- Guillaume
Arceileclural
drovers needed kw OTR
En/ginseng
positions Food grade
Expenerscia in the for
tanker no nearest or
bong tor each propumps greet benefits
gram a needed
composts ply new
CIVIL lacsoMelion
aqui:mere ses-ooGeo-fieep CADO/3-0
Bineuee Need 2 mars
Viz/2-0 and 3-0
1101:141111111n011
AutoCADi
iOnver Dont lust Merl
Fundamental survey
experience MECHANI- your career Mart it
now Corrosny Won
CAL. Softplerv
Mechanical Deekemir2- soled COL training in 3
weeks Mime be 21
D and 3-0 AutoCADi
Have COL? Tumor
Robotics experience.
machining, mechanicai reenbureementi CAST
design methods, mem 800-553-277$
mils and asaerribly a
*Driver Fliebeel SMALL
rear plus ARCHITECCompany. BIG pay
TURAL 2-0 and 3-0
Staling up to 46CPM
AutoCACV Architectural Guarwiteed homeliest,
desktop FOR CONPt
-es seeks vecalion,
SIDERATION Send
lease purchase.
resume to FAX 859
BOSS 6 months ewe977-5408, E-MAIL
nonce required 900kwhaben0spencenan e 441-4271 eel KY-100
du. MAIL Spencenan
•Cinver- Knight
College, Attn GADO
Transportieon. Go
instexior Openings.
1575 Winchester Road from 3410 36cm ii
lour months Cal us to
Lexington. KY 40505
me how 886-346•The Lot/evils
4639 Must have 4
Technical Mamie is
months current OTR
seeking an Academic
•Onver
Owner
Dean to coordinate the
Operators ONLY
effective operation of
its expanding academic Regional freight from
programs Requires a Loursvele $1 21Prn
average' Home often &
bachelor's degree
weekends Pelee
(Master's Degree
avelabas NOT forced
strongly preferred) and
despatch cis max at
five years of directly
TaT' 1-800-511-0082
related work experience Send reams to
Melissa Lowe. 3101
BardMown Rom..
Louisville, KY 40205
EOE
INSTRUCTIONAL

FOR RENT
Houses Relied
1 & 2 bdr apts No pets
Leave a message
270-753-1970
1 OR 2be opts near
downtown Murray
starting at 6200/mo
753-4109
28R apartments available Great location 1
year lease 1 month
deposit, no pets
753-2905
48R MA, all appliances, central H/A.
Ask about move-in
tree days. Coleman
RE 753-9898
CLOSE TO MSU Very
nice 2br. includes
water all appliances,
lovely covered picnic
area. $525/rtio
762-0991 559-1164
LIKE new, IBR apt, all
appliances. Brooklyn
Or Available in
January, 270-435-4382
or leave message
UVE Oak Apes.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290 00
2BR $340 00
3BR $425 00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
CM today for appointment
7534221
NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1 -800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR 1325
2fIR $375
Call Today!
753-8668.

2BR house, lease
deposit required
270-753-4109
28R take front property
with deep water dock
1700 month. 759-9046.
438-5258
28R. IBA, stove.
Hwy
260/Scagge, Rd
270-753-02439
28R, Hazel, Cffi/A.
appliances furnished
No psis. please
731-4914312
3811 house on
C)ekeill
DT 1675 per morsti
293-7736 or 293-1446

3 BR. 2 Bath, fenced
yard in quiet neighborhood in town Stove,
refrigerator, washer,
dryer, new paint & carpet, 5 minutes to
University. lease. references. deposit. $700
mo Be in by XMAS
767-0943
NEWLY
remodeled
inside & out. New paint.
new carpet, new heat &
air. 415 S. 10th $395
3BR apartment, no
pets 759-4696,
293-3710

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at '20 S 4th St.

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
-Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
-We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

e

rksi Noe For Red

4,700 square feet of
commercial retail
space 1/2 block wedt
of court square on
Main Street. Available
February 2007 or
sooner if needed.
753-0132. 293-6692.
293-7952
OFFICE or retail space
available Prime location 753-2905.
2g3-1480
OFFICE or retail space
available 700 to 1.400
sid fl 400 N 4th St
Call Shroat Developer
753 iota

AKC Black miniature

Gorman Schnsup,r
(270)236-1804
DOG Ceedlence
436-21156
MI blooded German
puppies.
Shepherd
$150 ann
(2701227-41133

JuifWI Ism for
ChrlOnese Heeler
OuPPein $3000
293-5361

PET sitting for dogs.
cats, and other animals. Reference
able, Call Lindy at
270-759-9209 or
476-225-7666
REGISTERED
Chocolate Lab. 5months, $30000 Cali
227-6822
Rut ENS

*Find affordable rental
noosing on
www KyRents org'
Free searching. tree
Iisfings, Provided by
the Kentucky Housing
Corporation Equal
Housing Opportunity
FOR SALE
*Wolff Tanning Beds
Buy deed arid save'
Full body units from
$22 a rnonth, FREE
Color catalog. Call
today! 1-800-842-1305
MY* np etstan.corn

-Attend College °nen,
from home "Maidocal.
'Business. 'Paralegal.
'Computers "Cnrninal
Justice Job placement
assistance Computer
provided Friaries& aid
it qualified. cam 966858-2121
*my OnlineridewaterT
ech corn
MISCELLANEOUS
•Adoicted to Drugs'
We specialize in detoxification. Naltrexone
imprints & Altercate
coordination Programs
are outpatient, safe
and affordable
Financing available
tool Call 1-87' 7DETOX for a tree confidential screening For
more informabon visit
us on our website
www thecolernarienstitute corn

All Real Estate adver
tised in the newspape
HELP WANTED
is subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amend- Adiunct faculty neeaed
ed, which makes it ille- in psychoiogy, sociologal to advertise any gy. and public speakpreference, limitation. ing for the Sullivan
University- Louisville
Of discnmination based
Campus. Minimum
on race, c0i0f, religion
sex, or national °Non. requirements Master's
aegree with 18 graduOf an intention to make
any such preference. ate hours in the disciREAL ESTATE/REAL
limitation, or chscnnv- pline Experience pre
ESTATE FOR SALE
nation This newspaper forted Term begins
-Two story brick house
will not knowingly January 2 Please conand lour lots on Pastel
accept any advertising tact M Daniel, Sullivan
County Golf Course
for real estate which is University, 3101
Vacant lot located on
Bardstown Road,
in violation of the law
Lee County Golf
Our readers are hereby Louisville, KY 40205
Course Contact
that
informed
all Fax (502456-0031.
Dwaine Meadows at
dwellings advertised in email mdanielOsule606-663-3610
this newspaper are van edu No phone
available on an equal calls please
SPORTING/SPORTopportunity basis "
• HVAC Contractor
ING GOOOS
seeking residential/light
-Cherry Blossom,
commercial technician
Haley Professional
Georgetown. voted e1
for full Nine employAppraising
public access gal
merit in the Lexington
"for what It's worth'
course of 2004-2005
market,
Candidate
(270)759-4218
by GolfWeek
must have 3-5 years
Magazine KPGA
retngEPA
experience
11i H 11o1
Sedan Champronship
mart mortification and
.tin 'Await
host Membershem
KY Journeyman
available 502-570‘It, Condit
license required. FuN
9849 or AM our webCash or ItT111%
benefit package includMe WM* cherrybke761-11M11
Iry health, dental.
soingoll corn
401K and other bene14683)
fits Contact Dave
TRAVEL
Weber 0800-822•For
Rent:
Daily.
6638 exl 169. tax 502Weekly, Monthly
493-5777 or e-mail 0
Totally furnished cabins
&weber0kycomlort co
5 acre lot for sale 1 m M00985
or rooms. utilities
E 0E
mile west from doe
included Loaned at
•Part-tene, home.
Murrat Country
Natural Bridge State
busiIneernet
based
Resort Park Call 606nub. 402.03 ft. of
ness. Earn $500663-0005 or
road frontage$10031 month or more
VIWW borehhoNovecab
270-293-0371 Flexible hours Training ins corn
provided No investment required FREE
Far Sae
details
wirer K348 COT
2 story house con
structed in 2003.3 bed--.....
rooms, 2 5 baths on
59 Acres
Amy
fenced 14 acres with
Los Grove
pond and pole barn
MS IL read hole.
[
Acme
w/
1/2
35
mile
of
Crill 415-4748
dlI9191
rd front, on the corner
in Loose* I&
of hen 60 II 1346 67
753.9132
mem from 641 &
7$34611
mese from Kink**
1 lo 300 Mies WO
Call 763-1323 ert 170
Callevais Oisiosr
tor deals
Ineflolisg. 41111-2116
1111Lehrldi
leave fiesesage
40 Acres. mil, pond.
7-scriss woods. CPIP
progrern. 1-tir left
Alarm 33 tomato.
7153-4417 213-4772

in its
qSml

We MI

to he,'

'ay Ledge' I. Tim./
270.7s1.1416

F3110
4 BR 25 Beet
1663 Ourtere Dr
213-4113 7'5111 spg

•Onver Regional
Flatbed Drivers Now
perm $ 40/mile'
Earn $50.000 PLUS
6% bonus Home every
weekend and 1-2 ernes
per week,' Great ben
Ills including 40100
6mo VI & Class-A COL
nag d Wabash Valley
Transportation, Inc
rimy wirtoreine corn
800-246-6305
•DrivorRegional Runs.
Horne weekly or Tess
Controi, Team Xpedllecl
(65K mign-on bonus).
Dedideled (Guaransirso
miles) Solos. Mame,
COL-A Grads. LC.
0/0s Covenant
Transport (808)6842519 EOE
•Cinvers ASAP' 3843cpriv $1.20prn • sign
on bonus. $0 Mem
NEW trucks COL-A •3
mos OTR 800-636
8669
-Drivers Class-A CI31
Omens. Shuttle and
Yard Jockey. Louisville
KY Area (2 yr recent
exp required) 866-2702665
.we abdrivers.com
Owner
01.e,a buns Needed',
61 05 guaranteed ALL
miles (empty and
loaded) plus generous
fuel minharge.
Guaranteed home
imakends. 2.500-3.000
mime average Frontier
Trarisportelion
(900)901 -6227
No Eimertence No
Job??? No problem'',
CDL Training- Job
Placement. $740-$040
Ni No money down
Lodging. Meals.
Transportation Hering
in your area today' 1877-554-36100
OTR Drivers deserve
more pay' 1417lini 1
year expensive More
experience makes
mono' Hoeneerne you
need, Great tnicks1
Great miles, Heartland
Express 1-800-441
4953'NM hoirtlandex
press corn
Owner Operators
make the move 120(X)
sign on bonus Heavy
Haul Slap Deck &
Flatbeds Moat have
iSnithe OTFI em
12riehs Retied
required Cal 14966
414 24'2

ISOM
ADORABLE 2bea1be
on Sege wooded lot at
in Drowns Grove Rd
in Lynn Grove New
warm i4 AC
City
"l*r All Milmilancere
including sod Large
sundry room sorer
Priced in
bulking
ms 121'012132684

CLASSIFIEDS

i

Horoscope

ligiss For Sob

151 Orion Court
FSBO, 3BR, 2BA, 2400
Sq.Ft.
With 5.5 acres, just off
Hwy 80
Jacuzzi tub, Many
recent upgrades
Attached garage, central hiac,
sunroom,
Beautiful
deck. basement
Won't last! $199,000
See listing AWM3006
at www owners core
Call for appointment 761-HOME

155 Seth Lane
Completely
Remodeled' 4BR,
2 5BA 2000+ Sq. Ft.
Manufactured Home
on 1 acre lot, large
deck.Pnced to sell at
$75,000. See listing
AWM2105 at
www.owners.com.
Call for appointment 761-HOME
FOR sale and/or lease:
3 Bedroom brick house
at 4424 Hwy. 641 N. in
Murray. Sale price
$99.900: or 1 year minimum lease at $600 per
month plus deposit.
Call 800-542-2827 or
931-964-0182. Both
'ire 'firm" pricings

2001 Chevy Silvers:10
1500 gray, 2WD,
cruise, manual. 60K,
bedimer, CD,$11,500
080 208-818-7643
Murray (Books
$133951
530
Sonless Offered

LAM
LAWN SERVICE
Leaf mulching &
removal, shrub
& tree trimming
Satisfaction guaranteed
Call 753-1816
or n7-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, etc. Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work
A to B Moving. Local
and long distance
moves. Call Brian at
270-705-4156

DIXON COMPUTER
CONNECTION
I .11111111a PriihIsions `soh nit
or
II
iwr hour
270-227-1087
.11's

Enicalt s
Carpet A. Floors
Over
Saks

yawnr sip.
koliikaos

753-7728
DAVID'S
Cleaning
Services
'We Specialize in
Cleaning'
•Vinyl Siding & Fencing
*Mobile Homes
•Brick
•All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning
Available
•We Use Hot Water
•Parking Lots &
Driveways
David Borders
(270)527-7176
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
Painting. siding, roofs.
decks.
293-5438

by lamellas Mow
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Friday, Dec. 15,2806:
You have a personal style that
can open up possibilities if you
let fnends and ideas flow. You
will flourish as a result. You
might need substantial downtime to recycle and handle what
could he tossed on your plate.
Don't feel guilty about pulling in
and taking precious time alone.
Often, you will have many
demands. You are entering a new
luck cycle in which achievement
becomes your middle name. If
you are single, check out someone carefully before you get
involved. This person might not
be all he or she seems to be. If
you are attached, you might be
delighted by what happens if the
two of you take enough down
time together. In some way, you
rekindle the fires. SCORPIO
understands you better than you
realize.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I -Difficult

ARIES (March 21-Apr11 19)
**** Sometimes you expect
way too much from yourself. With
IMMEDIATE
certain events and opportunities,
DEBT RELIEF
Electrical
Doan
A-1 Stump Removal
you might feel like you are on
11re isill buy your
Fully insured
overload. Directly express what
house or take.ovei
437-3044
is on your mind. Others need to
( inrush:n:1.a
your 11,1 MC11
understand your perspective.
ssirk
il
Restderithil
ADAMS
ELECTRIC
Call 761-4558,
Tonight With a favorite person.
Licensed & Insured
odd Doan
ask for Kristin.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
•Residential
767-0433' 350-0954
*** Knowing that you will be
-Cummenial
PRICE Reduced!
free once you accomplish what
*Industrial *Remodel
FUTRELL'S Tree
3 BR. 2 BA, 2 car
you must drives you. A partner or
Call
Dale
Adams
Service
garage. Must see to
social occasion will be far more
(270)293-8192
Trimming, removal,
appreciate. Call Ruth
pleasant if you can relax and
stump gnnding, fireAnn 227-3876
enjoy it. A friend might startle a
AFFORDABLE Tree wood. Insured.
Coleman RE
partner, as well as you. Tonight
Service. Topping, tree 489-2839.
Where the fun is.
removal, and clean-up.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
1
131
port Utility Vehicles
Licensed and insured.
G&T Homebuilders ****
Your creativity flows durFull line of equipment.
& hoe hpirs, idnitions,
2004 Toyota
&rpm!! & hinting, Delis, Soling, ing the daylight hours_ You see
Thanks for your busiHighlander. White, tan
life from a different perspective.
Pressure Washing i Roofs
ness. Happy Holidays.
interior, loaded, 37,899 270-247-2442.
Listen to what is being shared
miles. Call 270-978and put in your two cents. With
270-970-2322
2601 or 270-492-8522
as much as you have been givAPPLIANCE REPAIR
for more info.
ing this week, fatigue anses at
SERVICE & PARTS
repair, gun the close of the day. Tonight
GUN
01 Tahoe LT, very
(270) 293-8726 OR
sales. 1539 West Easy does it.
nice, must see Call
759-5534
Broadway, Mayfield, CANCER (June 21-July 22)
(270)978-3023
Chuck Van Buren
**** Come from a centered
KY. 270-247-6100
BACKHOE &
and direct point of view. You
TRUCKING
HALL'S WASTE might want to try something difROY HILL.
or approach it with more
MANACFMENT ferently
Septic system, gravel,
I Buy: running/fixable
zest. Realize your options. Add
• weekly & special pickups your unusual resourcefulness,
white rock
cars, trucks, vans,
436-2113
SUVs. ATVs, RVs,
4 locally owned/operated and you'll come up with a nearly
Dozer work & Track
farm/construction
759-1151 • 293-2783 foolproof idea. Tonight Into the
hoe
equipment, campers,
whirlwind of life and living.
293-2784
big riding mowers.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
BEBBER Flooring
tillers, utility trailers.
**** Your communications
Carpet. Vinyl,
Cash paid.
need to be as direct and concise
Hardwood, Laminate.
270-970-1010
Small electrical.
as possible if others are to hear
293-9340
you. Much confusion surrounds a
pllinihing. carpentry.
2005 Toyota Camry
C & C Renovation and
key associate who might be in
yard work.
LE, 4 cyl. 31K mi..
Remodeling.
such a whirlwind that he or she
Senior friendly
automatic, 4-dr. silver.
We care about your
cannot get it. Tonight Anchor in.
753-434-1
•
227-5644
Pwr doors/locks, 100K
home. Home repairs,
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
powertrain warranty,
additions,
roofing.
**** Evaluate your budget
$16,000. 227-2822
decks, floor repair &
MITCHELL
from a different perspective.
coverings, siding.
'97 Grand Prix GT. **FREE ESTIMATES- ROOF - Tuft
Know what expenses you can
White. leather interior, Call (270)753-1499 or • Comm. Res.
cut and what you must go for.
• Winter Repairs
new tires. 170,000 (731)247-5464
Communicate with a bright part• Free Estimates
miles, $3,250.
ner who sees life far differently
crobertson @ wk.net
• Licensed Insured
293-3350
from you. Tonight: Talk up a
270-217-8987
storm.
Calloway
'94 Chevy Cavalier
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Trash
Service
Metallic blue, no dings,
PET sitting for dogs, ****
You'll have more impact
blue intenor. 6 disc CD •AUTOMATED BILLING
cats, and other aniin the daylight hours than in the
changer. spare tire, 4 •CONTAINERS AVAIL
mals. Reference availevening. Know when you need to
cylinder, nice car. Call •RATES STARTING AT
able. Call Lindy at
$15/M0
walk away from a problem. How
227-0246 or 753-3915
270-759-9209 or
711-3740 213-4045
you express yourself and your
after 4.00PM
479-225-7666
choices will impact the response.
Don't kid yourself. Tonight: Treat
yourself.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Take time to listen to
someone who might have a lot
on his or her chest. Though you
might be emotionally forlom by
what you hear, know that it isn't
the final decision or response.
Begin talks when others can
relax. Tonight: As you like.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** Zero in on what you want
to do in the daylight hours. If you
Commission Rate
feel like you have to get it all
When Selling Your Home!
done at once, you might not be
far from wrong. You will need
_ IN1D, Vi7
PORr
.A.
i
FA3
some downtime. Listen to sug,••
gestions. Tonight: Where your
la 112 11 itch • Murray • 170 755-5750
friends are.
Uetinir.
WNW campbellre•Ity corn
,
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Take charge if you need to,
but also be willing to delegate
jobs left and right. Sometimes
you take on too much and feel
overburdened. Dig into plans
;We an help you understand your options and make your retirement
talk through problems. Don't let
money work for you. Consider a Woodmen of the World IRA for your
someone's criticism get the best
:401Ik 1 rollover
of you. Tonight: Enjoy your
friends
WOODMENJL
Shelia K. Crouse
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Field Representative
theWORLD
**** Your vision could lighten
753-4741
Aondyne•
5,•r1d I itr Insurant
up a tough situation Money surHome(Wm.(/no 'vehramka
prises might not be comfortable,
v•-•• •rtmdmen .111
but you will deal with thi,im. Aim
for more of what you want. Listen
to strong feedback, whether you
like it or not. Tonight A force to
pe Sit
be dealt with
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
•
tit IrS41, tiAC
**** You might not see the big
;. •
*01A1 CCOLiAleate
picture. but events will force you
to take another gander. A partner
gives you meaningful feedback,
•
whether you want to hear it or
-• II
not Listen to someone's opinions without judging him or her to
*Ad g
• 41
be wrong Tonight New vistas
46 S. UM St. •.Warrity
BORN TODAY
12701 753-6361
.
Actor Don Johnson (1949)

Services

1

JOE'S JOBS

• Subscribe by calling 753-1916
Today! LEDGER Si TIMES

LEINDthom

4112%

Do you need help with your
•
401(k) rollover?

qoe t'.4at siat

OrSlogan

Murry, Ledger & 1 imes

iiiiiim
rri — —7ii
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I. ran ap,
Published is a were of RooThoMe, Dale Thorne and
is ncnc Watkins. employees of
Murray -Calloway County Park,
training up to erect a holiday
ugn onto the old school house
the park The signs arc pan
of the mutual Christmas Lights
display now open foe viewers
The photo was by Staff Photog•
rapher Bernard Kane.
Murray State University Racers won 110-80 over Campbellsville in a basketball game at
Ricer Arena. Chad Townsend was
'ugh scorer for Murray.
Loretta L. Hicks and Louis
M Berbench were mamed June
29. 1996, at inunanuel Lutheran
Churdi
Births reported include a girl
to Amy and Richard Grogan, Dec.
10
20 years ago
Published is a picture of George
Oliver. postman, distributing the
mad in the new postal boxes at
the Bookmark on the Murray courtsquare This is a new contract
postal stattC41 for downtown since
the Murray Postoffice moved from
South Fourth ilnd Maple Streets
A location on Chestnut Stree*.
In high school basketball
games. Calloway Lakers woo 5954 over Hickman County Falcons
with high scorers being Scan Nix
for fakers and George York for
Fakons; Murray Tigers lot 54-49
to Marshall County Marshals with
high scorers being Mark West for
Tigers and John Solomon for Marshals

30 years ago
Pamela Kay Garland. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eune Garland of Murray, has been appointed as coordinator of the Jackson

Area Health Education

Purchase

Si stem

Baths reportod include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Dale Phillips,
Oct 23. a boy to Mr. and Mn

Roger Runyon. Nov. 19, and a
girl to Mr and Mrs Wayne Wesson, Nov 24
Calloway County High School
Laken lost 70-82 to Ballard
Memorial in a basketball game.
High team scorers were Tommy
Futrell for Calloway and B Mills
for Ballard.
Murray State University Racers won 88-71 over Arkansas Col-

lege in a basketball game
411 years ago
Eight cases were heard in the
Murray City Court of Judge
William H (Jake) Dunn during
the past week
In high school basketball
games, Calloway Lakers won 73over South Marshall Rebels
with high scorers being Sliger for
Lakers and Clapp for Rebels.
Murray Tigers lost 82-55 to Tngg
County Wildcats with high scorers being Dunn for Tigers and
Martin for Wildcats
(debt-sting 50th
wedding
anruversanes will be Mr. and Mrs.
One Key on Dec. 21 and Mr.
and Mrs. Robert (Tellus) Howard
on Dec. 22.

Se years ago
Needy residents of Calloway
County drew $23,174 in payments
for old age, aid to dependent children. aid to needy blind and aid
to disabled for the month of
November
in high school basketball
games. Lynn Grove Wildcats won
88-77 over Arlington Aces with
high scorers being Tommy
McNeely for Wildcats and Burgess
for Aces; New Concord Redbirds
won over Alma Warriors with
high scorers being Stubblefield
for Redbirds and Pritchett for
Warnors.

B

fat lr El L.

London.
In 1911. Norwegian explorer
Roald Amundsen and his group
became the first men to reach the
South Pole, beating out an expedition led by Robert F Scott.
In 1939. the Soviet Union was
dropped from the League of
Nations.
In 194-6. the United Nations
General Assembly voted to establish U.N headquarters in New
York.
In 1962, the U.S space probe

Who helps
the helpers?

Some people and occupations
match well with their names
DEAR ABBY: Not long
ago you wrote a column that
mentioned tunny names that
match people's occupations. I
am subnutting two more: Pnor
to our wedding, my husband
and I had the state-required
blood tests. They were adnuntutted by a
Dr. Fix.(We
read
later
that Dr. Fix
was caught
a
giving himself one, and
was arrested
drug
on
charges.)
Dear Abby The minister
who marned
us was aptly
By Abigail
named Dr.
Van Buren
Comfort. -ANN B., ARCHER. FLA.
DEAR ANN: Thanks for a
'Fixer'-upper of a letter. It
amved with a bushel of mail
from other readers offenng
names that match occupations.
Read on:
DEAR ABBY: One of my
dearest friends is a professional landscaper of golf courses.
highways and schools. His
name? Ross Weed! -- BONNIE G. CHAPIN, S.C.
DEAR ABBY: My husband.
last name Graves. is a funeral director.-- DIANNE G., RIP-

LEY, MISS.
DEAR ABBY:The first time
I took my grandchildren to
their doctor, their regular physician was on vacation. The doctor who was filling in for him
was named Dr. Needle. I kid

TodovinNistory
By The Amadora! Press
Today is Thursday. Dec 14.
the 348th day of 2006. There are
17 days left in the year
Today's Highlight in History
On Dec. 14. 1799, the first
president of the United States.
George Washington. died at his
Mount Vernon home at age 67.
On this date
In 1819. Alabama joined the
non as the 22nd state
In 1861. Prince Albert, hosted of Queen Victoria. died in

Thursday. December Id.iNfi•711

Manner 2 approached Venus. transmuting information about the planet.
In 1975, six South Moluccan

extremists surrendered after holding 23 hostages for 12 days on
a train near the Dutch town of
Beilen.
In 1986, the experimental aircraft Voyager, piloted by Dick
Rutan and Jeans Yeager. took off
from Edwards Air Force Base in
California on the first nonstop, nonrefueled flight around the world.
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you not. -- THERESA S.,
SPARROW BUSH, N.Y.
DEAR ABBY: When I was
in college. the disciplinary
dean's name was Dick Justice.
-- BRIAN S., NAPERVILLE
ILL.
DEAR ABBY: I have a
couple of names that take the
cake I am a nurse in a large
hospital in central Wisconsin.
We had a plastic surgeon named
Dr. Hacker, and if that wasn't enough, his resident was
Dr. Wacker. Not surpnstagly.
their patients required a lot of
reassurance. Wouldn't you? -LORI FROM THE DAIRY
STATE
DEAR ABBY: While I was
serving at the Marine Corps
Schools in Quantico, Va., my
best fnend took me with him
when he had his vasectomy.
His physician's name was De
D. Nutter. -- PAT M.. DALLAS
DEAR ABBY: There is a
dentist here in my city whose
name is
last
hygienist's
Toothacher. -- GLEN IN
TEXAS
DEAR ABBY: In Portland,
Ore., where I reside, there are
three orthodontists: Dr. Payne,
Dr. Fear and Dr. Rensch (pro-'Wrench')'
nounced
AMELIA S.
DEAR ABBY: I swear this
is true: When I visited my
first gynecologist when I was
in college (the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst), his
name was Dr. Clapp. -- V.
COOK. BLUE HILL, MAINE
DEAR ABBY: When I
worked at a major hospital.
from time to time I would see
trauma victims with the attending doctor's name being 'Dr.
Kill.' Initially I thought at was
a hospital code for victims
who might still be at risk. As
it turned out, Dr. Kill is a
practicing physician. -- SABRINA IN SAN DIEGO
DEAR ABBY: My greatest nightmare of a college textbook was for a class called
'History and Systems of Psychology.' It was better than a
sleeping pill. It put students
to sleep in 10 seconds flat.
The author? Edwin G. Boring. -- KAY IN MILLFORD.
DEL.
DEAR ABBY: My father.
mother and sister all see the
same psychiatrist, and have for
more than 15 years. His name

DEAR DR. GOTT: My
inomber-m-law sufhrs from
A/chemises Mews.I am her primary canner Thai's 24 ban
a day, levee days a weak She
no begat nesigaires her family and Encode. She aril dress
at blebs herself. Al she
day
does
keg laeta
frost of the
television
She can still
and
walk
talk. but it's
00 stantl y
rambling
words I have
Dr. Gott
that
beard
people
to
By
--through
Dr Peter Gott term; slaps
with this disease, and eventual!) go back to
their childhood years She talks
about her morn and dad all the
time They have been deceased
for years My health is not ,good.
and I worry about her having
to go to a nursing tacility"
READER:
DEAR
Alzheimer's dementia is progressise and incurable In my
practice, family members welcome the opportunity to care
for demented relauses. but there
are limits. No mailer how much
they care, the situation invariably deteriorates to the point at
which exhaustion and frustration set in. and — without professional help — family members simply cannot cope.
From your brief description.
1 believe that you are a saint
for having assumed the responsibility of home care. Now it's
time to be realistic: Your own
health is at nsk, and your life
has been put on hold. Therefore, I urge you to review the
situation (and your admitted
burnout) with your mother's doctor. I believe that at the least
she needs assisted home care

South dealer

North-South sulnerahle
NORTH

such as contact sports, and should
undergo repeated medical mooitonng for several days Most
concussions heal within a matter of months, but further tniury
may lead to dangerous consequences
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Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren. also
known as Jeanne Phillips, and
was founded by her mother.
Pauline Phillips. Write Dear
Abby at wwo.DearA bby.com
or P.O. Box 69440. I,os Angeles, CA 90069.

haul loser would go off on the spade
and the rah= on the ex of
duns. min'Jed the North hand oontamed as many as three clubs
As minters termed out. with
North Fusing only one king and only
tsvo clubs. South had his h.i full
almiumg six The correct play to
*Me the stem is ein ifternotatets
mopeeni. esen if the opponents'
case are known Rut South tonna
the answer where a leaa-thougartial
declarer might easily base oser
looked the moms stroke
Altar aides Me ace at
king

•1 62
1104 3
•A K 9 5 3
•A .1

•••
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he associated with serious and
permanent twain damage There•
fore, concussion patients must
temporarily discontinue activity
that can cause further bleeding.
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is Dr. Looney. Seriously'. -READER IN HUNTSVILLE,
TEXAS
DEAR READER: I'd say
Dr. Looney is running a fam-
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by medical penoneal; at mac
she is probably a earadabse for
phosimet is a MAW grant%
an earrimmeaset.
h
she win have most at bar basic
mei mst. You cm mat her
on whatever schedule yams
choose Ilcith die aini you will
be better off. Ha doctor —
he or she is bed, considerate
sied canes — should he shit
to arms, for a brief haspedirate' (for testing and stsbibrews), followed by peratemene
placesneet man appropruee facility, the coat of which should
be bone by Medicare. At the
same Ma. the doctor should
insist ea • Do Not Raseicrame
stams...seed he or she met to
redeye liar aisdicabass. IsiMag
in plabthaly hoes het will mistime — as ma* ea passibin —
your mother's quality ova kora,
of life
To give you related information. I am sending you a Lop)
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Local Newspaper Abreast Technological Wave,
Pressmen Discuss "Digital Workflow" at the Ledger
By TOM BELL
Many changes have taken place
in the printing industry since 1879
when newspapers were first printed
in Murray. Conventional tools of the
printing trade included scissors, hot
wax and film negatives. Now, the
process has evolved into one that is
almost entirely computer-generated.
The Murray Ledger & Times is
now on the forefront of the newspaper industry's evolving technologies.
Its three primary technologies include
a file-transfer-protocol system (FIP)
used to receive digital files for printing, a computer-to-plate system (CTP)
that manias printing plates directly
from a computer and a 4-Hi printing press.
David Stom has been operating a
newspaper press for more than 10 years
and has been at the Murray Ledger
& Times for 18 years.
'They used to set type with the
hot metal, but that was way before
my time ... they developed all the
film by hand," Stom said about traditional preparation for printing.
Once the film was developed, it
was burned onto a plate and attached
to the press. In comparison. Stom
describes the CTP process: "A laser
burns the image directly onto the
plate, therefore it eliminates the film.
It speeds things up dramatically, and

An in-line view ofthe press trveds the
multiple mono units(foreground)and4Hi(bacicground).

Saw,

16-744

sly.

fiuther improves the quality of print.
I would say that it saves 15-20 man
hours of work each week."
Ledger pressman John McLeod
remembers the days before the digital workflow too — the days of
photomechanical transfer, one of the
more time-consuming elements from
the paste-up era of newspaper production. "It was hours and hours of
PMTs ... and of course the wax
buildup on the back of the page was
horrid!" he said. -The new process
gets you away from all the things
that could dirty-up your negative. ...
We went from primitive to state-ofthe-art."
The added technolokjes have also
heightened the Ledger's profile as a
technological leader.
"We're the only newspaper in
West Kentucky with a computer-toplate system. Ours is a laser-based
system, but you can go to different
types," Stom said "We've had several other companies come in and
look at our system to consider upgrades
for their equipment. The use of CT?
is growing fast, we're just excited
that we got ours when we did."
McLeod harps on the press room's The computer-to-plate(aka direct-to-plate) machine significantly reduces pre-press time by eliminating the tradishared pride.
tional steps ofoutputting pages to film and burning them to press plates.
"We are more advanced than many
local newspaper. I don't even think
The second primary technology is press was comprised of eight mono allows color to be lined up — also
Paducah has CTP, I'm not sure. I'd the file transfer protocol (FTP) sys- units positioned in line. Now the 4- called registered — within one press
say that we're more advanced than tem used by the Ledger now.
Hi has replaced two of those single unit. With the mono units, color was
other regional newspapers," he said.
"Before FTP was used we had to units and acts as four units slacked less easy to line up as a cyan (blue),
magenta (pink), yellow and black
"For a newspaper our size. I think wait for print customers' pages," on top of one another.
we're very advanced. I enjoy getting McLeod said. -They would bring us
Louie Berberich has been operat- unit were used separately. These sinup and coming to work every sin- page flats with the copy and pic- ing a newspaper press since 1986, gle units increased the chances of
gle morning, because we have a good tures and we'd shoot them on the many of those years at the Ledger. pictures being misregistered and that,
"We wish we had about three in effect causes color pictures to
working team, good camaraderie and camera. The FTP process just makes
appear blurry.
good fellowship. Every department you go and get it instantly, it's a more 4-Hi's." Berberich states.
Berberich sums up the new freeworks in concert with every other great time-saver."
When asked how the FTP, CTP.
department now." In addition to the
Such print customers as The Mur- and 4-Hi worked together. he states doms and usage for the new techoverall quality and time efficiency, ray State News and The Camden that "one complements the other one" nologies at the Ledger.
"We'd like to see more jobs to
the digital workflow allows the press Chronicle use the FTP system to and further describes the process as
Crew to work more closely with the
transfer their pages to the Ledger for "one single motion." This single utilize the color options ... full color,
editorial and design staff.
!notion takes place as pages are sent inside and out." he said. "We welprinting.
'There's definitely more commuThe combined technologies allow to the FTP site, processed through come print jobs large and small, full
nication between us and the front print customers and readers of the the CTP machine and printed on the color or no color."
With impending new technologies
(office) now. It has greatly enhanced Ledger to expect "a crisper. cleaner 4-Hi press.
the communication between the pro- product," according to McLeod.
McLeod states that the 4-Hi on the horizon. McLeod comments
ducers of the paper's content and the "Because once you take the flats out, "increases color capacity and color on the rising competition that internet news sources bring with the
production of the newspaper itself," the file now directly goes to plate quality ... it's a major step up."
McLeod said.
"In the old days when we did future.
and you don't lose all the resolu"With the Internet and everything.
Stom adds that with the increased tions and screenings," McLeod con- back to back color, you'd be burnefficiency, "We can wait longer to tinued.
ing plates on two sides, the CTP a lot more of your news will be
get the last minute stories in. last
A 4-Hi press unit is the third pri- and 4-Hi take all the error out of it going to an online format, but in a
minute ads in, etc."
mary technology now used at the and all the color is registered real- way, it's just something about havWhen asked if he could imagine Ledger.
ly, really tight," he said. "It takes ing that old-fashioned feel of having
the newspaper process becoming more
This press unit is used in con- out the human error. In the old days that newspaper in your hand in the
advanced McLeod says, "It would junction with the FTP and CTP you'd have to reregister the nega- evening," McLeod said. "I think newsbe going direct-to-press. That exists process to print. the final product. tives. the 4-Hi has really helped us." papers will he around well into the
somehow. somewhere," McLeod said. Since 1985, the Ledger's printing
Technically speaking. the 4-Hi press future."

New Standards set with FTP,
Computer- to-Plate, 4-Hi system

—

Employees of Independent Press
Servicesfrom Harrightirg. Pennsylvania
amine a singk,color tent to make say
for the new 4-Hipress.

TOM BELULedger &lintsA parionsnic photo illustration reveals the
newspaperS. routefnen 4-Hi(lefi)so the
traditional mono-lents('700c(the press

Former Moray Ledger & Times pPrIAPV11 R-I McDougal(foreground)and Louie
Berberich(right)"catch" newspapers aid(lyric Ow(vim rrgiontinn during the fira
mom,*Gloom-% run Iota Mcleod(hrekgroserd)frie-aeres one ofthe mono ursus.
•
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David "Rubba" Stom operates the 4-Hi press control panel.
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The Ledger's 4-Hi press was installed
laly 2006

